LIST OF PLANTS TO BE AVAILABLE (updated 27 March, 2011)
(Including a portion of the cacti & succulents, but not herbs, blooming orchids or mini roses)

KEY TO THE CODES AT END OF PLANT DESCRIPTIONS

H* attracts Hummingbirds
B* attracts Butterflies or feeds butterfly larvae
W* Water efficient/drought tolerant plants
C* California native plant or derivative
F* especially good cut Flower or cut Foliage
S* fragrant flowers ("S" for Scented)

The number of plants we expect to have available at the sale appears in brackets at the end of the plant description. Double listings indicate multiple sizes.

HERE ARE THE LISTS: TREES, SHRUBS, VINES, HERBACEOUS PLANTS, CACTI & SUCCULENTS, SHADE PLANTS, HOUSE & PATIO PLANTS, WATER & WATERSIDE PLANTS!

TREES

Acaciaberlandieri, "GUAJILLO" - Large shrub or small, multi-stemmed tree; heat loving w/fernlike, light green leaves -- flowers fragrant, ball-like puffs of stamens, white aging to cream & born in early spring. [7] (W*S*)

Acacia greggii, "CATCLAW ACACIA" - Drought tolerant, deciduous small tree/large shrub w/ spiny branches & tiny, ferny leaves; flowers are fragrant, creamy yellow bottle-brushes produced spring to fall if irrigated. [9] (H*W*C*S*)

Aesculus californica, "CALIF. BUCKEYE" - Drought tolerant, California native tree w/ hand-shaped leaves & foot-long plumes of creamy white, fragrant flowers in spring. [36/6] (H*B*W*C*S*)

Aesculus californica var. 'Sentinel', "CALIF. BUCKEYE Sentinel" - Cutleaf, deciduous tree w/ hand-shaped leaves & foot-long plumes of creamy white, fragrant flowers in spring. [36/6] (H*B*W*C*S*)

Arbutus 'Marina', "STRAWBERRY TREE" - Choice, evergreen tree related to manzanita w/ handsome bark, large, deep green leaves, clusters of tiny, pink, urn-shaped flowers in fall. [4] (H*W*)

Arctostaphylos densiflora var. 'Sentinel', "VINE HILL MANZANITA" - Sturdy trunked small tree/shrub to 8 ft. tall & 8 ft. wide w/ smooth, reddish black bark, small, gray leaves & clusters of tiny, light pink, urn-shaped flowers in spring; needs good drainage. [15] (H*B*W*C*)

Bauhinia purpurea, "ORCHID TREE" - Spectacular, deciduous tree w/ light green, 2-lobed leaves & 3-in. purple, orchidlike flowers in late winter/early spring (a few may have white flowers). [11] (H*)

Caesalpinia mexicana, "MEXICAN BIRD-OF-PARADISE" - Heat-loving, small tree or large shrub w/ ferny, blue-green leaves & showy clusters of lemon yellow flowers throughout warm weather; needs good drainage. [16] (H*W*)

Callistemon 'King's Park Special', "KING'S PARK SPECIAL BOTTLE BRUSH" - Hybrid small tree/large shrub w/ narrow leaves & masses of bright red, bottlebrush flowers over long spring & summer season; hummingbird favorite. [5] (H*W*)

Calocedrus decurrens, "INCENSE CEDAR" - Widely adapted, Calif. native, evergreen tree w/ dense, narrow, pyramidal crown & tiny, scale-like leaves born in lushly green, flattened, aromatic sprays; branches popular in holiday decorating. [20] (W*C*)

Casimiroa edulis, "WHITE SAPOTE" - Subtropical tree, deciduous in frost, w/ shiny green, hand-shaped, leaves & 3-4 in., pale yellow fruit w/ tropical flavor & custard-like texture (seedlings of 'Vernon'). [27/9]

Cassia leptophylla, "GOLD MEDALLION TREE" - Graceful, fast-growing tree to 25 ft. tall w/ divided leaves w/ 24 leaflets & spectacular clusters of dark yellow flowers in summer, followed by interesting, straight woody pods to 16 in. long. [18] (B*)

Castanospermum australe, "MORETON BAY CHESTNUT" - Striking, evergreen tree w/ large, dark green, glossy, divided leaves & 8 in. spikes of bright red & yellow, sweet pea-shaped flowers in summer, born even on trunk & main branches. [31] (H*B*)

Ceanothus 'Ray Hartman', "RAY HARTMAN Ceanothus" - Drought tolerant, wide-spreading, small tree or large shrub (depending on training), w/ 2-3 in. leaves, dark green leaves & 3-5 in., spikelike clusters of medium blue flowers in spring. [20] (B*W*C*)

Cercidium floridum, "BLUE PALO VERDE" - Drought tolerant, fast-
Majestic, Calif. native, low-water-use, deciduous, large tree w/ thick, spreading branches & handsome, deeply lobed leaves; fairly fast growth w/ some irrigation. [4] (B*W*C*)

Sapindus mukorossi, "INDIAN SOAPTREE" - Choice, fast-growing, deciduous tree w/ heart-shaped, aspen-like leaves that flutter in the breeze; gorgeous fall foliage color varies from red to purple. [5]

Syzygium jambos, "CHINESE LIME" - Evergreen, multi-trunked small tree or shrub w/ tough, glossy foliage & small, white flowers & crunchy, aromatic fruit w/ rose water flavor. [31] (H*W*)

Tabebuia chrysotricha, "GOLDEN TRUMPET TREE" - Spectacular, slow-growing, deciduous tree w/ hand-shaped, gold-haired leaves & 3-4 in., golden yellow, trumpet-shaped flowers before the leaves appear in spring. [7] (H*)

Tabebuia impetiginosa, "PINK TRUMPET TREE" - Spectacular, deciduous tree w/ hand-shaped leaves & tough, yellow to orange flowers. [11/9] (H*)

Ungnadia speciosa, "MEXICAN BUCKEYE" - Uncommon, slow-growing, multi-trunked small tree or shrub from Texas w/ dark green, pinnately compound leaves & clusters of rose-pink, fragrant flowers in spring before the leaves emerge. [3] (W*S*)

Vasculina californica, "ARIZONA ROSEWOOD" - Southwest native, water efficient, small tree/large shrub related to our Calif. native
toyon; 3-in, leathery, toothed leaves & flattened clusters of tiny white flowers in late spring. [15] (B*W*)

**SHRUBS**

*Acalypha hispida*, "LEATHERLEAF ACACIA" - Large, heat resistant shrub w/ handsome, rounded, gray-green leaves -- flowers are bright yellow bottle-brushes born in winter/spring; pods showy. [16] (W*)

*Acanthus quadrifidus* 'Mexican Fire', "DESSERT HONEYSUCKLE" - Heat-loving, mounded shrub w/light green leaves & spikes of flared, tubular, bright red-orange flowers heaviest in spring, occasional in summer/fall; hummingbird & butterfly favorite. [25] (H*B*W*C*)

*Anisodontea* 'Very Cranberry', "CAPE MALLOWS" - Fast-growing, water-efficient, South African shrub w/ bright green, ruffled leaves & 1-inch, crimson-red, hibiscus-like flowers over long spring to fall season. [9] (W*B*)

*Arctostaphylos edmundsii* 'Carmel Sur', "LITTLE SUR MANZANITA" - Calif. native, fast-growing, groundcover shrub to 1 ft. tall w/ gray-green leaves & clusters of tiny, pink, urn-shaped flowers in early spring; garden water tolerant; needs good drainage. [20] (H*B*W*C*)

*Arctostaphylos pajarero* 'Warren Roberts', "PAJARO MANZANITA" - Calif. native shrub to 6 ft. tall & 10 ft. wide, bronzzy new growth, blue-green leaves edged red & large clusters of dark pink, urn-shaped flowers in late winter; needs good drainage. [30] (H*B*W*C*)

*Artemisia tridentata*, "GREAT BASIN SAGEBRUSH" - Sagebrush of "Old West" fame; tough, water efficient shrub w/ silver-white, notoriusly aromatic foliage; needs good drainage. [10] (W*C*)

*Athanasia acerosa*, "COULTER BUSH" - Uncommon South African native, evergreen shrub w/finely divided, silvery foliage & dense, yarrow-like heads of tiny yellow daisies in spring/summer. [20] (B*W*)

*Brugmansia candida* 'Double White', "ANGEL'S TRUMPET" - Large shrub/small tree w/ velvety leaves & huge, pendant, night-fragrant, trumpet-shaped, double, white flowers in flushes throughout the year; spectacular! [23] (S*)

*Brugmansia* 'Charles Grimaldi', "ANGEL'S TRUMPET" - Fast-growing, large shrub/small tree w/ huge, pendant, night-fragrant, trumpet-shaped, cantaloupe-colored flowers in flushes throughout the year; spectacular! [15+12] (S*)

*Brugmansia* 'Frosty Pink', "ANGEL'S TRUMPET" - Large shrub/small tree w/ large, tapered leaves & huge, pendant, night-fragrant, trumpet-shaped, pink flowers; spectacular! [20] (S*)

*Brugmansia* 'Jamaica Yellow', "ANGEL'S TRUMPET" - Large shrub/small tree w/ light green leaves & huge, pendant, night-fragrant, trumpet-shaped, yellow flowers in flushes throughout the year; spectacular! [15] (S*)

*Brugmansia* (Logee's hose-in-hose), "ANGEL'S TRUMPET" - Fast-growing, large shrub/small tree w/velvety leaves & 15-in., pendant, night-fragrant, pure white, double flowers - one ruffled trumpet inside another; elegant! Best w/ afternoon shade. [7] (S*)

*Brugmansia versicolor*, "ANGEL’S TRUMPET" - Large shrub/small tree w/ velvety leaves & huge, pendant, night-fragrant, trumpet-shaped flowers in a delicate apricot color; spectacular but a shyer bloomer than others in Inland Gardens. [15] (S*)

*Buddleia alternifolia*, "FOUNTAIN BUTTERFLY BUSH" - Decidious small tree or large shrub w/willow-like, arching branches covered in spring by small clusters of slightly fragrant, tiny, lilac-purple flowers; prune after bloom; butterfly favorite. [35] (B*S*)

*Buddleia asiatica*, "WHITE BUTTERFLY BUSH" - Large, deciduous shrub/small tree w/ feltly leaves & long branching spikes of tiny, white, freesia-scented flowers in winter; floral fragrance carries through the garden; prune after bloom; butterfly favorite. [31] (B*S*)

*Buddleia davidi* 'Attraction', "BUTTERFLY BUSH" - Fast-growing shrub w/ leaves dark green above & white-felted below & dense, conical spikes of small, deep purple buds opening to red-purple, fragrant flowers in summer; butterfly favorite. [25] (B*S*)

*Buddleia marrubifolia*, "WOOLLY BUTTERFLY BUSH" - Unique Chihuahuan Desert shrub w/small, white-fuzzy leaves & globular clusters of bright yellow-orange flowers in summer/fall. [25/2] (B*W*)

*Buddleia x pikei* 'Hever', "BUTTERFLY BUSH" - Fast-growing shrub w/feltly, lance-shaped leaves & loose, pendulous, clusters of tiny, fragrant flowers, mauve-lavender w/ a yellow throat, in summer/fall; prune after bloom; butterfly favorite. [12] (B*S*)

*Buddleia x weyeriana* 'Honeycomb', "BUTTERFLY BUSH" - Fast-growing shrub w/ lance-shaped leaves & globular clusters of tiny, buty yellow, fragrant flowers in summer/fall; prune after bloom; butterfly favorite. [6] (B*S*)

*Caesalpinia gilliesii*, "BIRD-OF-PARADISE-BUSH" - Medium to large, heat-loving, water efficient shrub w/ open habit; ferny foliage & striking yellow flowers w/conspicuous, bright red stamens produced in summer; hummingbird favorite. [21] (H*W*)

*Caesalpinia pulcherma*, "BARBADOS PRIDE" - Heat-loving, water efficient shrub w/ ferny, blue-green leaves & spectacular clusters of orange & red flowers in summer; hummingbird favorite. [30/3] (H*W*)

*Calliandra californica*, "BAJA FAIRY DUSTER" - Water-efficient, heat-loving shrub w/ small, ferny leaves; flowers are fluffy brushes of dark red stamens born throughout warm weather; hummingbird favorite. [25] (H*B*W*)

*Calliandra eriophylla*, "FAIRY DUSTER" - Truly drought tolerant Calif. native, medium shrub w/ lacy, dark gray green foliage; flowers are fluffy brushes of rosy-pink stamens in spring. [20] (H*W*C*)

*Cantua* (00031502 WLH), "MAGIC-FLOWER-OF-THE-INCAS" - UCDBG experimental intro; shrub w/small, bright green leaves & slender, arching branches tipped in late winter by pendulous clusters of 1.5-in., deep rose red, tubular flowers; hummingbird favorite. [15] (H*)

*Cantua* 'Hot Pants', "MAGIC-FLOWER-OF-THE-INCAS" - Spectacular in flower, rangy when not; shrub w/ small, bright green leaves & thin, arching branches tipped in spring by 4-in., cerise red, tubular flowers flared at the tips; hummingbird favorite. [30/2] (H*)

*Cassinia leptophylla*, "SILVER COTTONWOOD" - Evergreen, Australian heather-like shrub w/ tiny, silvery leaves & apical clusters of tiny, button-like, white flower heads; needs good drainage. [6] (W*)

*Ceanothus griseus* 'Louis Edmunds', "LOUIS EDMONDS
CEANOTHUS" - Drought tolerant, wide-spreading shrub w/ shiny, bright green leaves & 1-in. clusters of medium sea blue flowers in spring; stands heavy soil & more water than most ceanothus. [20] (B*W*C*)

Ceratoides (Krascheninnikovia) lanata, "WINTERFAT" - Arid western U.S. native shrub w/tiny, silvery-green leaves and spikelike, woolily white seeds heads in fall; attracts birds & used in dry arrangements. [9] (W*C*)

Chaenomeles 'Fiery Scarlet', "FLOWERINGQUINCE" - Adaptable, briefly deciduous, 6-ft. shrub w/ zig-zag branches, dark green, shiny leaves & masses of 2 in., 5-petaled, scarlet flowers in late winter/early spring before leaves appear. [25] (H*F*)

Chamaebatia millefolium, "FERNBUSH, DESERT SWEET" - Western native shrub w/ aromatic, gray green, fern-like leaves, evergreen in mild climates, & 4-in, upright clusters of small, white flowers in summer. [15/3] (B*W*C*)

Chrysoctania mexicana, "DAMIANITA" - Compact, heat-loving shrub w/small, dark green, aromatic leaves; covered w/ 1-in, bright yellow daisy flowers especially in spring & fall; needs perfect drainage. [15/11] (B*W*)

Cistus x cypris 'Troubadour', "ROCKROSE" - Fast-growing, drought tolerant, mounding shrub, to 4+ ft. tall & wide, w/ dark green leaves & a profusion of 3-inch, poppy-like flowers, each petal w/ a red spot at the base; blooms spring to summer. [25] (W*)

Cistuspurpureus, "ORCHID ROCKROSE" - Water efficient, mounding shrub w/ leaves dark green above, light below & 3-inch, poppy-like flowers, the petals red-purple each w/ a red spot; needs good drainage. [4] (W*)

Coleonemaphelicum, "PINKBREATHE-OF-HEAVEN" - Open shrub spreading to 6 ft., w/ filmy appearance; dainty, fresh green, aromatic foliage & an abundance of tiny, pink, starry flowers in winter/spring. [20] (W*B*F*)

Correa alba var. pannosa 'Western Pink Star', "AUSTRALIAN FUCHSIA" - Water efficient, low shrub spreading to 5 or 6 ft., w/rusty green leaves & 3/4 in., star-shaped, light pink flowers over long spring to fall season; needs good drainage. [16] (H*W*)

Correa 'Ivy Bells', "AUSTRALIAN FUCHSIA" - Water efficient, low shrub spreading to 6+ ft., dark green leaves that are white-felted below & flared, bell-shaped, creamy white flowers over long winter season; needs good drainage. [17] (H*W*)

Correa pulchella 'Pink Flamingo', "AUSTRALIAN FUCHSIA" - Water efficient, compact shrub w/shiny, dark green leaves & an abundance of 3/4 in., bell-shaped, salmon-pink flowers over long winter to spring season; needs good drainage. [20] (H*W*)

Cotoneaster dammeri 'Lowfast', "BEARBERRY COTONEASTER" - Fast-growing, evergreen, prostrate shrub w/ distinctive, herringbone branching pattern, spreading up to 15 ft., w/ small, bright green, shiny leaves, tiny white flowers & bright red berries. [5] (W*)

Dasyllirion wheeleri, "DESERT SPOON" - Yucca-like shrub forming a 3 ft. fountain of blue-gray, strap-shaped leaves, eventually forming a trunk; dramatic, 10-ft. spike of tiny, creamy-white flowers in fall. [6] (W*)

Echium candicans, "PRIDE-OF-MADEIRA" - Evergreen shrub/bold, bristly, gray green leaves & dramatic, thick spires of blue-purple flowers with protruding purple stamens over long spring season; butterfly favorite. [19] (H*B*W*F*)

Encelia virginesis, "VIRGIN RIVER BRITTLEBUSH" - Drought tolerant, high desert native, evergreen shrub w/ many slender branches, gray green, ovate to triangular, aromatic leaves & long-stalked, 2-in., bright yellow daisy flowers in spring. [25] (B*W*C*)

Eremophilamacalata 'Valentine', "SPOTTED EMU BUSH" - Water efficient Australian shrub w/small, gray green leaves tinged red & tubular, brilliant rose red flowers born near the branch ends in late winter; needs good drainage. [10] (H*W*)

Eriogonum giganteum, "ST. CATHERINE'S LACE" - Bold, Calif. native shrub w/ felty, gray-green, ruffled leaves & large, flat-topped clusters of tiny rose-pink flowers over long spring/summer season. [25] (B*W*F*)

Euphorbiapulcherrima 'Eckespoint', "POINSETTIA" - In the garden, not a little holiday pot plant, but a spectacular, tall, deciduous shrub w/ masses of foot-wide, double-bracted, red flower heads over long winter season. [20] (H*B*)

Euryops lateriflorus, "EURYOPS" - Rare, coarsely branched, evergreen shrub from S. Africa w/waxy, gray-green leaves arranged foilatt fashion & yellow, daisy flowers near branch ends in spring/summer. [4] (B*W*)

Euryops speciosissimus, "CLANWILLIAM DAISY" - Rare, coarsely branched, evergreen shrub from S. Africa w/ ferny, gray-green leaves & single, yellow, long-stalked daisy flowers in spring/summer. [10/19] (B*W*)

Euryops tysonii, "CAPE DAISY BUSH" - Mounding, South African, evergreen shrub w/ tiny, gray green, pointed leaves arranged foilatt-fashioned on the stems & masses of starry, 1-in., bright yellow, daisy flowers in winter & spring. [30] (B*W*)

Feijoa (Acca) sellowiana, "PINEAPPLE GUAVA" - Versatile, small, multi-trunked tree or large shrub w/ oval, shiny green leaves that are silver beneath, red-stamened flowers w/sweet, white, edible petals & pineapple-flavored fruit. [15] (W*)

Forsythiahybrid(Pamela), "FORSYTHIA" - Temperateclimateclassic, early spring blooming shrub, this selection adapted to our Inland climate; the bare, wand-like branches lined w/ dainty, yellow flowers & later, toothed leaves; good cutflower. [12] (F*)

Fouquieria columnaris, "BOOJUM TREE" - Most bizarre Baja Calif. native, tree-sized plant related to ocotillo; in time forms a thick, inverted-carrot-shaped trunk w/ grayish-white bark topped w/ spiny branches; cream flowers interesting (Idria columnaris). [11] (W*)

Fouquieria diguettii, "PALO ADAN" - Baja Calif. native large shrub/small treerelated to "ocotillo"; stout-spined stems; generous clusters of red, tubular flowers after rain or irrigation; hummingbird favorite. [9] (H*W*)

Gardenia thunbergia, "SOUTHERN AFRICAN GARDENIA" - Large, evergreen shrub w/ angular branches & deep green leaves; long-tubed, glistening white, 8-petaled flowers very fragrant; not fussy about soil. [12] (P*F*)

Grevillea 'Canberra Gem', "HUMMINGBIRD BUSH" - Graceful, evergreen shrub w/ 1 in., bright green, needlelike leaves & unusual, red, spidery flowers, heaviest in spring, intermittent throughout the year; needs good drainage, no phosphorus fert. [20] (H*W*)
**Lavandula stoechas** - Gray buds that open to bright purple flowers with white centers in summer. A shrub with silver, downy, aromatic leaves & 1-4 in., fragrant spikes of blue-purple flowers in winter & spring; good drainage, no phosphorus fert. [7] (H*W*)

**Grevillea 'Constance', "HUMMINGBIRD BUSH"** - Graceful, evergreen shrub w/ 1 in., deep green, leaves & unusual, orange-red, spidery flowers, heaviest in spring, intermittent throughout the year; needs good drainage, no phosphorus fert. [7] (H*W*)

**Leucophyllum frutescens**, "TEXAS RANGER" - Water efficient, heat loving, evergreen shrub w/ silvery leaves & rose-purple, snapdragon-shaped flowers in summer/fall; needs good drainage. [15] (H*W*)

**Grevillea 'Poorinda Signet', "HUMMINGBIRD BUSH"** - Evergreen shrub w/ 1 in., sharply-pointed leaves that are lance-shaped, dark green above & silver-haired below & unusual, dark & light pink, spidery flowers in winter & spring; good drainage, no phosphorus fert. [25] (H*W*)

**Leucophyllum frutescens**, "SPANISH LAVENDER" - Fast-growing, evergreen shrub w/ matte green, feltly, maple-like leaves & 3-in., deep pink, hollyhock-like flowers on maroon stems, these produced much of the year. [25] (B*W*)

**Lavatera 'Red Rum', "TREE MALLOW"** - Dwarf form of this fast-growing, evergreen shrub w/ matte green, feltly, maple-like leaves & 3-in., light pink, hollyhock-like flowers w/ a red center, these produced much of the year. [25] (B*W*)

**Lavatera x clementii 'Barnsley Baby', "TREE MALLOW"** - Dwarf form of this rarely offered Calif. native evergreen shrub w/ bold, matte green leaves & fragrant, purple, snapdragon-shaped flowers in summer/fall; needs good drainage. [15] (H*W*)

**Grevillea 'Casitas', "CHAPARRAL MALLOW"** - Special selection of this drought tolerant, native, evergreen shrub w/ bold, maple-like, gray-fuzzy leaves on spike-like branches & silvery-pink, compound, lacy leaves & quite spectacular, bright red, pea-shaped flowers w/ beak-like keels, followed by decorative, inflated pods. [30/3] (H*)

**Grevillea coulteri**, "GUAYACAN" - Choice, slow-growing, heat-loving shrub-tree from Mexico w/ light-colored bark, small, dark green, ferny leaves, clusters of intense blue-violet flowers & shiny red fruits; needs a hot, frost-free site. [8] (W*)

**Haplopappus laricifolia** 'Aguirre', "TURPENTINE BRUSH" - Lush selection of this rarely offered Calif. native evergreen shrub w/ tiny, narrow, dark green leaves & fluffy clusters of small, yellow daisy flowers in late summer/fall (=Ericameria) [20/5] (B*W*C*)

**Haplopappus laricifolia** 'Lisa Marie', "LAVENDER" - Compact selection of this drought tolerant, aromatic shrub w/ gray-green foliage & dense, chunky spikes of tiny, blue-purple flowers topped by contrasting pure white bracts in early summer. [20] (B*W*F*S*)

**Helianthemum 'Single Rose', "SUNROSE"** - Choice, evergreen, mat-forming shrublet w/ small, leathery, dark green leaves & 1-in., rose pink, poppy-like flowers in spring/summer; cut back after flowering for fall bloom; needs good drainage. [32] (W*)

**Helianthemum 'Wisley Pink', "SUNROSE"** - Choice, evergreen, mat-forming shrublet w/ silvery green leaves & 1-in., bright pink, poppy-like flowers in spring/summer; cut back after flowering for fall bloom; needs good drainage. [6] (W*)

**Homalocladium platycladium**, "RIBBONBUSH" - Curious & attractive near leafless shrub w/ shiny, bright green, flattened & jointed stems; flowers inconspicuous but red berries somewhat showy; good in containers. [19/9]

**Haptismenoi**, "DESERT-LAVENDER" - Adaptable, Calif. desert native shrub w/ upright habit; white-felty, pleasantly aromatic leaves & spikes of tiny violet flowers in late winter & spring that are lightly honey scented; needs good drainage. [15] (B*W*C*S*)

**Leucophyllum langmaniae** 'Lynn's Legacy', "LYNN'S LEGACY RANGER" - Water efficient, heat loving, evergreen shrub of dense, rounded form; bright green leaves & especially profuse, lavender, snapdragon-shaped flowers over long summer/fall season; needs good drainage. [6] (H*W*)

**Leucophyllum frutescens**, "FRAGRANT TEXAS RANGER" - Water efficient, heat-loving, open shrub w/ silver leaves & fragrant, purple, snapdragon-shaped flowers over long summer/fall season; flowers smell like grape bubble gum! Needs good drainage. [10] (H*W*S*)

**Leucophyllum frutescens**, "Green Cloud", "TEXAS RANGER" - Water efficient, heat loving, evergreen shrub w/ frosty-green, soft-silky leaves & deep rosy-purple, snapdragon-shaped flowers in summer/fall; needs good drainage. [20] (H*W*)

**Leucophyllum frutescens**, "COMPACTA", "COMPACT TEXAS RANGER" - Compact form of this water efficient, heat loving, evergreen shrub; gray, soft-silky leaves & rosy-purple, snapdragon-shaped flowers in summer/fall; needs good drainage. [20] (H*W*)

**Grevillea coulteri**, "GUAYACAN" - Choice, slow-growing, heat-loving shrub-tree from Mexico w/ light-colored bark, small, dark green, ferny leaves, clusters of intense blue-violet flowers & shiny red fruits; needs a hot, frost-free site. [8] (W*)

**Leucophyllum frutescens**, "FLATHEAD" - Water efficient, heat loving, evergreen shrub w/ silvery leaves & rose-purple, snapdragon-shaped flowers in summer/fall; needs good drainage. [15] (H*W*)

**Lessertia montanata**, "BALLOON PEA" - South African shrub w/silvery compound, lacy leaves & quite spectacular, bright red, pea-shaped flowers w/ beak-like keels, followed by decorative, inflated pods. [30/3] (H*)

**Lessertia montanata**, "SUNROSE" - Choice, evergreen, mat-forming shrublet w/ small, leathery, dark green leaves & 1-in., rose pink, poppy-like flowers in spring/summer; cut back after flowering for fall bloom; needs good drainage. [32] (W*)

**Lessertia montanata**, "SUNROSE" - Choice, evergreen, mat-forming shrublet w/ small, leathery, dark green leaves & 1-in., rose pink, poppy-like flowers in spring/summer; cut back after flowering for fall bloom; needs good drainage. [6] (W*)

**Grevillea coulteri**, "GUAYACAN" - Choice, slow-growing, heat-loving shrub-tree from Mexico w/ light-colored bark, small, dark green, ferny leaves, clusters of intense blue-violet flowers & shiny red fruits; needs a hot, frost-free site. [8] (W*)

**Homalocladium platycladium**, "RIBBONBUSH" - Curious & attractive near leafless shrub w/ shiny, bright green, flattened & jointed stems; flowers inconspicuous but red berries somewhat showy; good in containers. [19/9]

**Hyptis emoryi**, "MEXICAN HONEYSUCKLE" - Water efficient, heat-loving, rounded shrub w/light green, fuzzy leaves & clusters of bright orange, tubular flowers produced continuously at the branch tips; hummingbird favorite. [25/8] (H*W*F*)

**Lippia cf. alba** (Oscar Clarke), "JUANILAMA" - Medium to large, open shrub w/ quilted, sandpaperly, toothed leaves that are lemon scented when bruised; twin clusters of tiny lavender-pink flowers in summer attract butterflies. [24] (B*)

**Lophomyrtus x ralphii**, "RED DRAGON", "NEW ZEALAND MYRTLE" - Upright, slow-growing New Zealand native, evergreen shrub, to 6 ft. tall, w/ small, rounded leaves on slender stems, the leaves puckered & dark bronzy green; lightly scented, white flowers in summer. [20] (F*S*)

**Lophomyrtus x ralphii**, "Barnsley Baby", "TREE MALLOW" - Dwarf form of this rarely offered Calif. native evergreen shrub w/ bold, matte green, feltly, maple-like leaves & 3-in., light pink, hollyhock-like flowers w/ a red center, these produced much of the year. [25] (B*W*)

**Lophomyrtus x ralphii**, "RED DRAGON", "NEW ZEALAND MYRTLE" - Upright, New Zealand native, evergreen shrub, 8-12 ft. tall, w/ small, rounded leaves on slender stems, the leaves puckered, dark bronzy green, edged cream; lightly scented, white flowers in summer. [20] (F*S*)
holyoak provide food for butterfly larvae; can take much or little water.  

**Myoporumparvifolium** 'Dwarf Pink', "DWARFPINKMYOPORUM" - Compact form of this water efficient, fast-growing, shrubby groundcover, can spread to 5 ft., w/ bright green leaves & small pink flowers in summer; believed rabbit proof! [15] (W*)

**Myoporumputah Creek**, "PUTAH CREEK MYOPORUM" - Water efficient, very fast-growing, shrubby groundcover (can spread to 8 ft.) w/ bright green leaves close set along the stems & small white flowers in summer; apparently rabbit proof! [10] (W*)

*Myrtus communis* 'Compacta Variegata', "DWARF VARIEGATED MYRTLE" - Small-leaved form of this versatile, evergreen shrub w/ tiny, shiny, aromatic leaves, that are dark green w/ white edges, fragrant white flowers & blue berries. [10/13] (W*S*)

**Osmanthus heterophyllus** 'Purpureus', " HOLLY-LEAF OSMANTHUS" - Choice, dense, evergreen shrub w/ leathery, holly-like, purple-tinted leaves that emerge dark purple & clusters of tiny, deliciously fragrant, white flowers in fall & winter. [20] (S*)

*Pavoniamissions*, "PAVONIA" - Fast-growing, open shrub w/ slender, wand-like branches & bristly, toothed leaves; plants dotted w/ satiny red, cup-shaped flowers over long spring-summer season. [11] (H*)

**Philadelphuslewisii** 'Covel', "WESTERN MOCKORANGE" - Calif. native, deciduous shrub w/ slender, wand-like branches, light green leaves & saucer-shaped, pristine white, deliciously fragrant flowers w/ yellow stamens in spring. [11] (H*B*C*S*)

**Philadelphuslewisii** 'Goose Creek', "WILD MOCK ORANGE" - Double-flowered selection of this Calif. native, deciduous shrub w/ slender, wand-like, arching branches covered w/ pristine white, fragrant flowers in spring. [5] (H*B*C*S*)

**Phlomis purpurea**, "PINK JERUSALEM SAGE" - Rare, evergreen, water efficient shrub w/ gray-green, aromatic leaves & tall, shish-kabob spikes of tubular pink flowers over long spring season. [16] (W*F*)

**Phyllostachysbissetiana**, "MEXICAN BUSHMALLOW" - Rare, evergreen, Mexican shrub w/ large, maple-like, felty leaves & clusters of 1.5 in., satiny, deep rose red flowers over long winter/spring season. [14] (H*)

**Polygonaxalbissima**, "SWEET-PEA SHRUB" - Easy, fast-growing, open shrub w/ gray green, pointed leaves & bright rose-purple, orchid-like flowers produced from summer to fall. [18] (B*F*)

**Prostantheraovatifolia** 'Excellent Purple', '"ROUND-LEAVED MINT BUSH' - Fast-growing, evergreen, Aust. shrub w/ small, rounded, aromatic leaves & 1/2 in., bright purple, trumpet-shaped flowers covering the plant in spring; needs good drainage. [11] (H*)

**Prostantherarotundifolia** 'Variegata', '"VARIEGATED MINTBUSH' - Fast-growing, evergreen, Aust. shrub w/ small, rounded, aromatic leaves edged cream & 1/2 in., bright purple, trumpet-shaped flowers in spring; needs good drainage. [13] (H*)

**Rhagodiaspinescens**, "AUST. SALTBUSH" - Water efficient, fast-growing, ground-covering shrub from Australia w/ fine-textured, silvery-green foliage; flowers insignificant; excellent large-scale groundcover or slope cover. [15] (W*)

**Rhamnus californica** 'Mound San Bruno', "COFFEEBERRY" - Especially adaptable form of this tough, drought tolerant, Calif. native, evergreen shrub w/narrowly oval, dark green leaves & red to black berries; provides food for butterfly larvae; can take much or little water. [20] (B*W*C*)

**Ribesmalvaceum** var. **viridifolium** 'Ortega Beauty', "CHAPARRAL CURRANT" - Dependable, Calif. native, deciduous shrub w/ matte green, aromatic, lobed leaves, short, penuloid clusters of small cherry red & pink flowers in late winter, followed by red berries; hummingbird favorite. [30] (H*W*C*)

**Rosa californica**, "CALIFORNIA ROSE" - Deciduous, Calif. native, thick-forming shrub, encourages wildlife; compound leaves & clusters of fragrant, 1.5 in., deep pink flowers in spring & orange-red hips; regular watering. [15] (B*S*)

**Rosa 'Iceberg',** "ICEBERG ROSE" - One of the best selling roses ever & one of the easiest & most trouble free; lush, green divided leaves & large, branching clusters of semi-double, pure white flowers w/ almost continual bloom. [25] (B*S*)

**Rosmarinus** 'Barbeque', "ROSEMARY" - Narrow, upright form of this popular, water-efficient shrubby herb, w/ narrow, dark green, aromatic leaves & clear blue flowers in winter/spring; the leaves have especially good flavor & aroma. [25] (B*W*F*)

**Rosmarinus** 'Gorizia', "ROSEMARY" - Tall, rigidly upright form of this popular, water-efficient shrub herb w/ extra long leaves & light blue flowers in winter/spring; leaves w/ sweet, gingery flavor used in cooking. [10] (B*W*F*)

**Rosmarinus** 'Mozart', "ROSEMARY" - Extra compact form of this popular, water-efficient shrub w/ deep green, aromatic, congested leaves & vivid blue flowers over long winter season; leaves used in cooking. [16] (B*W*F*)

**Rubellia peninsularis**, "DESSERT RUCELLA" - Small desert shrub w/ whitish, zig-zag branches, dark green leaves & blue-purple, trumpet-shaped flowers throughout warm weather. [7] (H*W*)

**Salvia canariensis**, "CANARY IS. SALVIA" - Tall, bold-foliaged salvia w/ large, woolley, gray-green leaves & thick, bronze-bracted spikes of tubular, rosy-purple flowers in spring/summer. [10] (H*B*W*F*)

**Salviancanariensis**, "CANARY IS. SALVIA" - Tall, bold-foliaged salvia w/ large, woolley, gray-green leaves & thick, bronze-bracted spikes of tubular, rosy-purple flowers in spring/summer. [25] (H*B*W*F*)

**Salvia 'Christine Yeo',** "CHRISTINE YEO SAGE" - Water-efficient, much branched shrub w/ tiny, textured, aromatic leaves & abundant spikes of 1-in., two lipped, violet-purple flowers over a long season; hummingbird favorite. [30] (H*W*)

**Salvia(Curtisblue),** "CURTIS BLUE SALVIA" - Low. evergreenshrub w/ 1-2 in., aromatic, dull green leaves & spikes of many tiny, deep purple blue, two-lipped flowers w/ two conspicuous white marks on the lower lip, these produced fall to spring. [10]

**Salvia 'Dara's Choice',** "DARA'S CHOICE SAGE" - Calif. native derivative, a small, evergreen shrub w/ aromatic, textured, green leaves & interrupted spikes of rich blue, tubular flowers; fairly garden tolerant w/ good drainage. [10] (H*B*W*C*F*)

**Salvia Greggi 'Alba',** "AUTUMN SAGE" - Water-efficient, much branched shrub w/ tiny, aromatic leaves & abundant spikes of white, 1-in. flowers over a long season; hummingbird favorite. [20] (H*W*)

**Salvia 'Hot Lips',** "AUTUMN SAGE" - Easy, water-efficient shrub w/ tiny, aromatic leaves & abundant spikes of 1-in., tubular, white flowers tipped bright red - color may vary w/ temperature; hummingbird favorite.
Salvia 'Hot Lips', "AUTUMN SAGE" - Easy, water-efficient shrub w/ tiny, aromatic leaves & abundant spikes of 1-in., tubular, white flowers tipped bright red - color may vary w/ temperature; hummingbird favorite. [32] (H*W*)

Salvia 'Indigo Spires', "INDIGO SPIRES SAGE" - Fast-growing, soft shrub w/ rich green leaves & tall, slender, velvety spires of tiny, violet-blue flowers from early summer to frost. [10] (H*F*)

Salvia x jamensis 'Betty Moore', "AUTUMN SAGE" - Water-efficient shrub w/ tiny, aromatic leaves, abundant spikes of delicate mauve pink, 1-in. flowers & contrasting, darker flower stems; hummingbird favorite. [20/3] (H*W*)

Salvia x jamensis (Coral pink), "AUTUMN SAGE" - Fast-growing, water-efficient shrub w/ tiny, aromatic leaves & abundant spikes of 2-lipped, dark coral pink, 1-in. flowers with dark, contrasting calyces; hummingbird favorite. [6] (H*W*)

Salvia x jamensis (Cream), "AUTUMN SAGE" - Water-efficient shrub w/ tiny, aromatic leaves, abundant spikes of cream-colored, 1-in. flowers & contrasting, calyces & flower stems; hummingbird favorite. [20/3] (H*W*)

Salvia x jamensis (Dusky lavendar-pink), "AUTUMN SAGE" - Water-efficient shrub w/ tiny, aromatic leaves, abundant spikes of pale, dusky lavender pink, 1-in. flowers & contrasting, darker calyces; hummingbird favorite. [15] (H*W*)

Salvia x jamensis (Red), "AUTUMN SAGE" - Water-efficient shrub w/ tiny, aromatic leaves, abundant spikes of red, 1-in. flowers & contrasting calyces & flower stems; hummingbird favorite. [20] (H*W*)

Salvia x jamensis (Rose), "AUTUMN SAGE" - Fast-growing, water-efficient shrub w/ tiny, aromatic leaves & abundant spikes of deep rose-colored, 1-in. flowers over a long, spring to fall season; hummingbird favorite. [20] (H*W*)

Salvia x jamensis (Salmon), "AUTUMN SAGE" - Fast-growing, water-efficient shrub w/ tiny, aromatic leaves & abundant spikes of 2-lipped, dark salmon pink, 1-in. flowers over long spring to fall season; hummingbird favorite. [7] (H*W*)

Salvia x jamensis (Salmon-pink), "AUTUMN SAGE" - Water-efficient shrub w/ tiny, aromatic leaves & abundant spikes of 2-lipped, salmon-pink, 1-in. flowers w/ purplish throats; hummingbird favorite. [11] (H*W*)

Salvia x jamensis (Yellow w/ pink), "AUTUMN SAGE" - Water-efficient shrub w/ tiny, aromatic leaves & abundant spikes of yellow, 1-in. flowers blushed pink & contrasting calyces & flower stems; hummingbird favorite. [20] (H*W*)

Salvia x jamensis (Yellow), "AUTUMN SAGE" - Water-efficient shrub w/ tiny, aromatic leaves, abundant spikes of soft yellow, 1-in. flowers blushed pink & contrasting calyces & flower stems; hummingbird favorite. [10] (H*W*)

Salvia rosea (S. iodantha), "MEXICAN FUCHSIA SAGE" - Fast-growing, evergreen shrub w/ heart-shaped leaves & spikes of velvety, magenta, tubular flowers over long fall/winter season (hummingbird favorite). [25] (H*F*)

Salvia 'Waverly', "WAVERLY SAGE" - Hybrid salvia w/ narrow, textured leaves & long spikes of white, tubular flowers w/ a purple tinge, blooming almost continuously; good cut in arrangements. [5] (H*B*F*)

Senna (Cassia) didymobotrya, "POPcorn Cassia" - Evergreen shrub w/ handsome, divided leaves & candelabra-like spikes of black buds opening to large, yellow flowers in winter/spring; new growth & flower buds popcorn scented - especially fragrant form. [22] (B*S*)

Senna (Cassia) nemophila, "DESSERT CASSIA" - Water efficient, evergreen shrub from Aust. w/ feathery, green foliage & in clusters of yellow, 5-petalled flowers over long winter/spring season. [10/10] (B*W*S*)

Syringa 'Mathews Purple', "LILAC" - Old time favorite, deciduous shrub w/ heart-shaped leaves & conical clusters of single, deep purple flowers in early spring; specially selected for our climate. [14] (B*F*S*)

Ugimolinae 'Flambeau', "CHILEAN GUAVA" - Slow-growing, dense shrub w/ small, bronzy dark green leaves variegated cream & pink, white, bell-shaped flowers & small, purplish, edible fruits that smell like baked apples. [30]

Viburnum tinus 'Spirit', 'COMPACT LAURUSTINUS' - Dwarf form of this versatile Mediterranean shrub w/ dark green, leathery leaves on maroon stems, tight clusters of pink buds opening white from fall to spring, & metallic blue berries in summer. [30] (B*S*)

Yucca baccata, 'BANANA YUCCA' - Slow-growing, Calif. native yucca forming a dense clump of tough, blue-green, sword-shaped leaves, dense, 2-ft. clusters of large, fleshy, white & reddish flowers & edible fruit. [20] (W*C*)

**VINES**

Antigonon leptopus 'Baja Red', 'CORAL VINE' - Spectacular, fast-growing, heat-loving vine climbing by tendrils w/ dark green, heart-shaped leaves & abundant sprays of hot rose pink flowers over long summer/fall season; butterfly favorite. [30] (H*B*W*F*)

Aristolochia littoralis (A. elegans), 'CALICO FLOWER' - Pretty, twining vine w/ wiry stems, 3-in., heart-shaped leaves & unusual, heart-shaped flowers that are deep red-purple marbled w/ creamy white opening from pelican-shaped buds. [8]

Asparagus falcatus, 'SICKLE-THORN ASPARAGUS' - Unusual & handsome vine w/ wiry stems & hooked thorns that aid in climbing; tufts of 3-in., narrow, rich green "leaves" & loose clusters of tiny, fragrant, white flowers. [5] (S*)

Clematis ligusticifolia, 'VIRGIN'S BOWER' - Choice, Calif. native vine with dainty, divided leaves & billowy masses of fragrant, creamy-white flowers in spring; shade root zone, top w/ some sun. [10] (C*S*)

Ephedra tweediana, "COLA DE CABALLO" - Weird, leafless, vining shrub forming a haystack-like mound (unsupported) or column of slender, pendulous, green stems & small, yellow, flower-like cones in spring. [8]

Hardenbergia violacea 'Canoe lands', 'LILAC VINE' - Choice Australian vine w/ wiry, twining stems, leathery, undivided leaves & long clusters of tiny, rose-purple, sweetpea-shaped flowers w/ a chartreuse dot in late winter-early summer. [20] (W*)

Hylocereus megalanthus, "YELLOWWIPITAHAYA" - Climbing cactus w/ 3-angled, self-adhering stems & mammamth, white flowers that open summer evenings, followed by delicious, yellow fruit; for frost free
**HERBACEOUS PLANTS**

*Achillea millefolium*, "COMMON YARROW" - Tough, water-efficient perennial w/ flat-topped clusters of long-lasting, white flowers above a dark green, ferny, aromatic foliage mass; butterfly favorite. [25] (B*W*F*)

*Achillea 'Pink Grapefruit', 'COMMON YARROW'" - Tough, water-efficient perennial w/ flat-topped clusters of long-lasting, pink flowers above a dark green, ferny, aromatic foliage mass; butterfly favorite. [32] (B*W*F*)

*Achillea 'Summerwine', 'COMMON YARROW'" - Tough, water-efficient perennial w/ flat-topped clusters of long-lasting, deep burgundy red flowers above a dark green, ferny, aromatic foliage mass; butterfly favorite. [12] (B*W*F*)


*Agapanthus orientalis 'Albus', "LILY-OF-THE-NILE"" - Full-sized, popular & useful landscape favorite w/ strap-shaped leaves & long-stalked, 8 in., ball-like clusters of pristine white flowers over long summer season. [16] (H*B*W*F*)

*Agapanthus orientalis 'Tinker Bell', 'LILY-OF-THE-NILE"" - Dwarf, variegated selection of this landscape favorite w/ strap-shaped leaves handsomely margined creamy white & long-stalked, ball-like clusters of blue flowers in summer. [18] (H*B*W*F*)


*Ageratum corymbosum, "BUTTERFLY MIST""" - Southwest U.S. mounding perennial to 1 ft. high & 3 ft. wide w/ dark green, fuzzy leaves & dome-shaped clusters of fluffy, ageratum-like, blue-purple flower heads during warm weather; butterfly favorite. [13/10/4] (B*)

*Albuca crinifolia, "ALBUCA"" - Evergreen perennial w/ green, above-ground bulb, long, strap-shaped leaves & tall, upright spikes of white flowers w/ a green stripe on each petal. [10] (W*)

*Alcea rosea (double white), "HOLLYHOCK"" - Easy, old-fashioned favorite biennial or short-lived perennial w/ bold, rounded foliage & tall spires of large, fully double, pure white flowers in summer; allow to reseed (from Riverside's Heritage House). [6/3] (H*B*)

*Alstroemeria (Cherie's yellow), "PERUVIAN LILY"" - Long-blooming perennial w/ long-stemmed clusters of light yellow, lily-like flowers w/ darker markings; commercial cutflower; star performer inland. [12] (H*W*F*)

*Anacyclus depressus 'Silberkissen', "MT. ATLAS DAISY"" - Extra compact form of this pretty, mat-forming perennial w/ ferny, gray leaves & in summer, 2-in., white daisy flowers w/ yellow centers & deep rosered backs; needs good drainage. [25] (B*W*)

*Aquilegia 'Black Beauty', "COLUMBINE"" - Robust perennial w/ handsome, airy, gray green foliage w/ rounded leaflets & tall, branching sprays of nodding, many-petaled, spurless, maroon purple flowers. [30] (F*)

*Arctotis adpressa, "AFRICAN DAISY"" - Extra compact form of this pretty, mat-forming perennial w/ ferny, gray leaves & in summer, 2-in., white daisy flowers w/ yellow centers & deep rosered backs; needs good drainage. [25] (B*W*)

*Arctotisadpressa, "AFRICAN DAISY"" - South African perennial forming tight, spreading mats of silvery-green, somewhat succulent leaves & in spring, short-stemmed, 3-in., glistening white daisy flowers w/ purplish backs. [25] (B*W*)

*Armeria' Bright Rose', "SEA PINK"" - Water efficient perennial forming a tight, spreading mat of narrow leaves & long-stalked clusters of bright rose pink flowers spring to summer; butterfly favorite. [32] (B*W*F*)

*Armeria maritima 'Armada White', "SEA PINK"" - Water efficient perennial forming a tight, shaggy mat of narrow leaves & long-stalked clusters of white flowers from spring to summer; butterfly favorite; needs good drainage. [19] (B*W*C*)

*Armeria 'Nifty Thrifty', "SEA PINK"" - Water efficient perennial forming a tight, spreading mat of narrow green leaves edged yellow, & long-stalked clusters of dark pink flowers spring to summer; butterfly favorite. [32] (B*W*F*)
Asclepias curassavica, "BLOODFLOWER" - Fast-growing, evergreen perennial w/ wand-like stems topped w/ striking clusters of red & orange, waxy flowers over long summer/fall season; host for Monarch butterfly larvae. [5] (B*)

Asclepias curassavica 'Silky Gold', "BLOODFLOWER" - Fast-growing, evergreen perennial w/ wand-like stems topped w/ striking clusters of yellow-orange, waxy flowers over long summer/fall season; host for Monarch butterfly larvae. [18] (B*)

Asclepiassubulata, "RUSHMILKWEED" - Rarely offered desert native, shrubby perennial w/ slender, wand-like, nearly leafless, waxy-white branches & clusters of curiously shaped, creamy yellow, waxy flowers in summer; good drainage. [10] (B*W*C*)

Aster chilensis 'Pt. St. George', "COAST ASTER" - Calif. native, vigorous, rhizomatous perennial forming a low, wide-spreading foliage mass & 2-ft. branching sprays of pretty, bright violet daisies w/ yellow centers in late summer/fall; spreads aggressively. [32] (B*W*C*F*)

Aster chilensis 'Purple Haze', "COAST ASTER" - Calif. native, vigorous, rhizomatous perennial forming a low, wide-spreading foliage mass & 2-ft. branching sprays of pretty, bright violet daisies w/ yellow centers in late summer/fall. [8] (B*W*C*F*)

Aubrieta 'Red Cascade', "ROCKCRESS" - Mat forming perennial to 6 in. tall, 1-1.5 ft. across w/ small, gray green, toothed leaves & covered w/ 4-petaled, deep rose red flowers in spring; needs regular water & good drainage. [32] (B*)

Babiana angustifolia, "BABOON FLOWER" - Pretty, summer-dormant freesia relative w/ narrow, ridged, strap-shaped leaves & pretty, dark blue-purple, funnel-shaped flowers in spring; keep summer dry. [30] (H*W*F*)

Baileya multiradiata, "DESERT MARIGOLD" - Heat-loving, desert native wildflower w/ deeply lobed, white-woolly leaves & 1-in., bright yellow daisy flowers produced over a long spring to fall season if given occasional irrigation; self seeds. [30] (B*W*C*F*)

Bouteloua gracilis, "BLUE GRAMMA GRASS" - Small, Calif. native, clumping grass w/ slender, light gray-green leaves & distinctive, long stalked, comb-like flower heads that emerge silvery, turn purple. [16/11] (W*C*)

Calylophus drummondianus 'Southern Belle', "SUNDROPS" - Heat-loving, moundling, southwest native perennial w/ medium green, wavy-edged leaves & 1-in., brilliant yellow, 4-petaled, poppy-like flowers that age to coral in spring/summer (annual in cold climates). [25] (W*)

Carex dipacea 'Dark Horse', "AUTUMN SEDGE" - Grass-like perennial forming handsome, 2-2.5 ft. clumps of slender olive green leaves, tinted orange & bronze toward the tips, especially in winter & interesting, shiny black seed heads. [13]

Carex glauca, "BLUE SEDGE" - Grass-like perennial, evergreen in mild climates, spreading slowly to form turf of narrow, blue-gray leaves; filler or small scale lawn substitute that takes light traffic; established plants water efficient. [29]

Caryopteris clandonensis 'Dark Knight', "BLUE MIST" - Deciduous, shrubby perennial w/silvery foliage & fluffy clusters of deep blue flowers w/ conspicuous protruding stemens produced over long summer season; butterfly favorite. [4] (B*)

Centaurea gymnocarpa, "DUSTY MILLER" - Water efficient, evergreen perennial forming a dense mound of feltly, white, finely divided foliage & purple, thistle-like flower heads produced on leafy stalks in summer; butterfly favorite. [25] (H*B*W*)

Chasmanthe floribunda, "AFRICAN FLAG" - Vigorous, summer dormant, gladiolus relative w/ tall fans of sword-shaped, bright green leaves & branching spikes of 2-in., orange, flared-tubular flowers in late winter; hummingbird favorite. [7] (H*W*F*)

Convulvulus sabatius, "GROUND MORNING GLORY" - Spreading, evergreen perennial w/ soft, green-gray leaves & 2-in., lavender-blue, funnel-shaped flowers over long summer/fall season (=C. mauritanicus). [14] (W*)

Cotula(Oscar Clarke), "BRASS BUTTONS" - Spreading perennial w/ silky stems, soft, gray green, feathery leaves & long stalked, yellow, button-like flower heads over a long summer season. [16] (B*)

Crinum moorei, "CRINUM LILY" - Easy, evergreen perennial forming a large, handsome rosette of bold foliage & long-stalked clusters of large, lily-like, pink flowers over long spring/summer season. [5] (F*)

Cynara scolymus, "ARTICHOKE" - Improved strain of this bold perennial w/ silvery green, divided leaves & huge, long-stalked, thistle-like flower heads -- artichokes eaten in bud -- showy, purple-blue flowers if allowed to open. [8] (B*F*)

Dahlia imperialis, "TREE DAHLIA" - Dramatic, herbaceous perennial to 10+ ft. in bloom w/ thick, bamboo-like stems topped by huge, branching sprays of 4-in., lavender flowers in fall; protect from wind. [10] (H*)

Dalea capitata 'Sierra Gold', "SIERRA GOLD DALEA" - Water efficient, groundcover w/ aromatic, ferny foliage & dainty spike-like clusters of yellow, pea-shaped flowers in spring & fall; lemon-scented foliage is rabbit resistant. [15] (B*W*)

Deschampsia cespitosa ssp. holciformis 'Jughandle', "PACIFIC HAIR GRASS" - Calif. native grass that needs summer water; forms an 18 in. mound of dark green, slender leaves & 2-ft., dense, narrow inflorescences that start out greenish gold & age to straw-colored. [10] (C*)

Dymondia margaretae, "SILVER CARPET" - Tight, spreading mat to 2-3 in. tall w/ gray-green leaves that are white feltly below & small, yellow, gazania-like flowers in summer; good between pavers & can take some foot traffic. [18] (B*W*)

Echium amoenum, "RED FEATHERS" - Striking, short-lived perennial or biennial forming compact rosettes of narrow, fuzzy leaves & foot-tall, "foxtail" spikes of rusty red flowers in spring, & fall if deadheaded; needs good drainage. [11] (H*B*W*)

Echium wildpretii, "TOWER OF JEWELS" - Spectacular biennial; first year forming a rosette of bristly leaves; second year it becomes a 6-10 ft. tall, 1 ft. wide cone w/ thousands of rose red flowers w/ protruding stemens, before setting seed & drying. [30] (H*B*W*)

Echium wildpretii, "TOWER OF JEWELS" - Spectacular biennial; first year forming a rosette of bristly leaves; second year it becomes a 6-10 ft. tall, 1 ft. wide cone w/ thousands of rose red flowers w/ protruding stemens, before setting seed & drying. [30] (H*B*W*)

Epilobium cana 'El Tigre', "CALIFORNIA-FUCHSIA" - Drought tolerant, low, spreading perennial w/ small, green leaves & scarlet, tubular flowers in summer & fall when few other Calif. natives bloom; needs good drainage; hummingbird favorite. [30] (H*W*C*F*)
Erigeron karvinskianus 'Spindrift', "SANTA BARBARA DAISY" - More compact & tame version of this easy-to-grow perennial native to Mexico, w/ 1 in., toothed leaves, & an abundance of 3/4 in., dainty white daisies tinged pink; blooms from early summer to fall. [25/7] (B*W*)

Eriophyllum lanatum 'Siskiyou', "WOOLLY SUNFLOWER" - Showy Calif. native, spreading perennial w/ ferny, white & gray-green, woolly foliage & golden-yellow daisy flowers over long spring/summer season; needs good drainage. [25] (B*W*C*)

Eupatorium gregii 'Boothill' TM, "BOOTHILL BONESET" -Heat-loving, mounding perennial w/ delicate, ferny, dark green leaves & fluffy, lavender-blue, ageratum-like flowers clusters over long spring to fall season; freezes back but recovers at 5° F (= Conopiium). [20] (B*W*)

Euphorbia rigidia (biglandulosa), "BLUE EUPHORIA" - Striking poinsettia relative w/ waxy, gray-green leaves arranged foxtail-fashion on thick stems; stems topped w/ chartreuse, dome-shaped flower clusters in winter. [32] (W*F*)

Felicia echinata, "DUNE DAISY" - Water efficient, evergreen, mounding perennial w/ small, stiff, shiny leaves close-set along the upright stems & bright, lavender blue, daisy-like flower heads w/ bright yellow centers in spring. [25] (B*W*)

Festuca idahoensis 'Tomales Bay', "BLUE BUNCHGRASS" - California native, water-efficient, perennial grass forming dense, rounded clumps of slender, bright blue leaves to about 14 inches tall & long-stalked, slender, straw-colored flower heads in summer. [32] (W*C*)

Fragaria x ananassa 'San Andreas', "SAN ANDREAS STRAWBERRY" - U.C. introduction; strawberry forming wide-spreading mats of dark green leaves, white flowers & conical strawberries w/ excellent flavor over long summer/fall season; Verticillium & crown rot resistant. [25]

Francoa appendiculata, "MAIDEN'S WREATH" - Uncommon perennial from Chile w/ bold, light green, basal foliage mound & 2 ft. spikes of dainty, light lavender flowers in summer; good for cutting. [15] (F*)

Gaillardia aristata 'Gallo Dark Bicolour', "BLANKET FLOWER" - Dwarf form of this old fashioned favorite perennial w/; bristly leaves & long stalked, deep red & yellow, daisy-like flower heads produced over a long spring to fall season; butterfly favorite. [32] (B*W*F*)

Gaillardia aristata 'Gallo Red', 'BLANKET FLOWER' - Dwarf form of this old fashioned favorite perennial w/; bristly leaves & long stalked, red, daisy-like flower heads produced over a long spring to fall season; butterfly favorite. [32] (B*W*F*)

Gaura 'Pink Fountain', "PINK WANDFLOWER' - Choice form of this unusual perennial w/broom-like habit & wandlike flower spikes that bear many dainty, 1-in., pink, butterfly-like flowers over long summer season. [32] (W*F*)

Gazania rigens, "TRAILING GAZANIA" - Adaptable, trailing perennial forming a low, 2-3-ft. wide mound w/ narrow, fuzzy, gray leaves & 3-in., bright yellow daisy flowers w/ yellow centers over long spring/summer season. [25] (B*W*)

Geum 'Totally Tangerine', "GEUM" - Herbaceous perennial, evergreen in mild areas, forming mounds of deep green, fuzzy, lobed leaves & long-stalked, branching stems of 1.5 inch, rose-like, rich orange flowers in spring & summer. [25] (B*W*F*)

Goniolimon tataricum (Limonium tataricum), "GERMAN STATICE" - Heat & cold hardy perennial w/rosettes of narrowly-oval, waxy leaves & long-lasting, airy sprays of tiny pale lavender flowers in spring/summer; good fresh or dried cutflower; good drainage. [5] (B*W*F*)

Grindelia stricta, "OREGON GUMWEED" - Calif. native, sub-shrubby perennial forming a spreading mound of coarse, somewhat succulent leaves & long-stalked, burr-like, lacquered buds opening to yellow, daisy-like flower heads in summer. [53] (B*C+F*)

Habranthus robustus, "RAIN LILY" - Perennial from a bulb w/ strap-shaped, foliage & long-stemmed, lily-like, pink flowers in summer; a period of drought then irrigation after the first bloom may bring another flowering. [12] (H*)

Helipterum amoenum, "CHAMOMILE SUNRAY" - Mounding, Aust. perennial w/ aromatic, grey-green foliage & papery, white daisies opening from red buds in winter/spring; good drainage (= Rhodanthe amoenum). [20/9] (B*)

Hesperaloe parviflora, "CORAL YUCCA" - Drought tolerant, yucca-like perennial w/ clumps of 3-ft., narrow leaves & tall spikes of long lasting flowers in early summer & later; flowers are coral red outside, yellow within; loved by hummingbirds. [20] (H*W*F*)

Heuchera 'Genevieve', "CORAL BELLS" - Perennial forming dense clumps of rounded, lobed, marbled leaves & abundant, airy spikes of tiny, vivid pink flowers over long spring/summer season; Calif. native hybrid; hummingbird favorite. [5] (H*C+F*)

Heuchera maxima, "ISLAND ALUM ROOT" - Native to Channel Is. of S. Calif.; mounded perennial for part sun/light shade w/ rounded, lobed, dark green leaves & tall, airy spikes of pinkish white flowers over long spring/summer season. [22] (H*C+F*)

Hilaria (Pleuraphis) rigida, "BIG GALLETA GRASS" - Large, Southwest desert native grass forming bushy clumps of light gray green, felty leaves & long stalked, wand-like flower heads; needs perfect drainage. [12] (W*C*)

Ipheion uniflorum 'Rolf Fiedler', "BLUE STAR FLOWER" - Easiest of bulbs w/ grass-like, onion-scented, blue-green leaves & short-stalked, starry, bright blue flowers in abundance over long winter/spring season. [8] (W*)

Juncus patens, "CALIF. GRAY RUSH" - Calif. native, grass-like plant forming a dense, tidy fountain of stiff, slender, olive green leaves; small, brownish flowers spring & fall; from seasonally moist sites -- moderately water efficient once established. [10] (C*)

Leymus condensatus, "BLUE WILD RYE" - Staking, slow-spreading, Calif. native grass forming loose clumps of cane-like stems bearing stiff powdery-blue leaves & rigid, powder-blue flower spikes well above the foliage. [5] (W*C+F*)

Limonium perezzii, "SEA LAVENDER" - Bold, water efficient perennial w/ large, leathery, rounded leaves & long-stemmed clusters of purple & white flowers which are long lasting on the plant or cut in arrangements; butterfly favorite. [13/9] (B*W*F*)

Linum perenne ssp. lewisii, "PRAIRIE FLAX" - Dainty perennial w/ slender, wand-like branches lined foxtail-fashion w/tinny, gray green leaves & topped by branching clusters of delicate, light blue flowers in late spring/summer. [20] (B*W*)

Lobelia laxiflora, "MEXICAN BUSH LOBELIA" - Water efficient,
Pelargonium
markings in spring/summer. [8] (B*W*)
narrow segments & clusters of small, pale lavender flowers w/ darker perennial, w/ deliciously aromatic leaves handsomely divided into many narrow segments & clusters of small, pale lavender flowers w/ darker markings in spring/summer. [7] (H*B*W*)

Pelargonium variotianum, "OTAY MTN. LOTUS". Endangered, Calif. native, shrubby perennial w/ gray, softly furry, divided leaves & clusters of pretty, maroon & white, pea-shaped flowers; needs good drainage. [20] (B*C*W*)

Pelargonium (Oscar's cream), "NARCISSUS" - Longtime Inland resident w/ narrow strap-shaped leaves & long-stemmed clusters of 1-in, deliciously fragrant, cream-colored flowers in late winter; gopher proof! [11] (W*F*S*)

Pelargonium (Oscar's white & orange), "NARCISSUS" - Longtime Inland resident w/ narrow strap-shaped leaves & generous, long-stemmed clusters of starry, white flowers w/ small, orange central cups; gopher proof! [7] (W*F*S*)

Pelargonium 'Paper White', "PAPER WHITE NARCISSUS" - Longtime Inland resident & old-fashioned favorite bulb; narrow strap-shaped leaves & long-stemmed clusters of 1-in, pure white, deliciously fragrant flowers in winter; gopher proof! [28] (W*F*S*)

Nassella (Stipa) pulchra, "PURPLE NEEDLEGRASS" - Drought tolerant grass native to Santa Rosa Plateau & elsewhere in Calif.; open clumps of narrow leaves & tall, graceful flower heads emerge purple, age to gold. [20] (W*C*)

Nassella (Stipa) tenuissima, "MEXICAN FEATHER GRASS" - Handsome perennial grass making dense, graceful clumps of bright green, iridescent, needle-thin leaves & a fountain of delicate, feathery flower heads; spreads by seed. [8]

Oenothera stubbei, "BAJA OR SALTILLO PRIMROSE" - Very low growing, spreading perennial ground cover w/ large yellow flowers held well above foliage, open evening to 10 a.m. [4] (W*)

Pelargonium 'Chocolate Mint', "CHOCOLATEMINTGERANIUM" - Easy shrubby perennial, w/ large, velvety, peppermint-scented leaves w/ a central brown blotch & clusters of small, pale lavender flowers w/ darker markings in spring/summer; has culinary uses. [8] (B*W*)

Pelargonium crispum, "LEMON PELARGONIUM" - Easy shrubby perennial, w/ upright stems bearing 3/4 in., stiff, toothed leaves w/ a lemon scent & clusters of small, orchid-like, pale lavender flowers w/ darker markings in spring/summer. [8] (B*W*)

Pelargonium domesticum 'Brown's Butterfly', "MARTHA WASHINGTON" - Martha Washington type pelargonium, a water efficient, shrubby perennial, w/ bright green, flushed, toothed leaves & clusters of dark maroon flowers flecked w/ mahogany & pink in winter/spring. [8] (H*B*W*)

Pelargonium domesticum 'Prince Consort', "MARTHA WASHINGTON" - Martha Washington type pelargonium, a water efficient, shrubby perennial, w/ bright green, flushed, toothed leaves & clusters of medium orange flowers w/ white & burgundy centers in winter/spring. [8] (H*B*W*)

Pelargonium 'Dr. Livingston', "SKELETON ROSE" - Easy shrubby perennial, w/ deliciously aromatic leaves handsomely divided into many narrow segments & clusters of small, pale lavender flowers w/ darker markings in spring/summer. [8] (B*W*)

Pelargonium 'Fragrant Frosty', "SCENTED GERANIUM" - Easy shrubby perennial, w/ finely divided, deliciously aromatic leaves handsomely frosted white & clusters of small, pink flowers in spring/summer. [17] (B*W*)

Pelargonium 'Ice Palace', "PELARGONIUM" - Water efficient, easy, shrubby, old fashioned perennial, this one a vigorous plant w/ rounded, fuzzy, bright green leaves & clusters of pristine, white flowers over long season. [6] (H*B*W*)

Pelargonium 'Jeanne', "PELARGONIUM" - Water efficient, easy, shrubby, old fashioned perennial, this one w/ coral pink flowers w/ unusual, jagged-edged petals produced over a long season. [6] (H*B*W*)

Pelargonium 'Mrs. Cox', "PELARGONIUM" - Water efficient, shrubby, old fashioned perennial, this one w/ handsome, rounded, gray green leaves edged cream & blushed pink & clusters of single, coral-colored flowers over long season. [8] (H*B*W*)

Pelargonium 'Mrs. Pollack', "PELARGONIUM" - Water efficient, shrubby, old fashioned perennial, this one w/ handsome, rounded, green-centered leaves w/ a red band & cream or yellow edge; flowers single, dark coral red & produced over a long season. [8] (H*B*W*)

Pelargonium peltatum (Al's lavender), "IVY GERANIUM" - Water efficient, easy groundcover perennial, this old-fashioned one a vigorous, wide-spreadling plant w/ clusters of lavender-pink flowers over a long season. [16] (H*B*W*)

Pelargonium tomentosum, "PEPPERMINT GERANIUM" - Easy shrubby perennial, w/large, velvety, peppermint-scented leaves & clusters of small, white flowers in spring/summer; has culinary uses. [8] (B*W*)

Pennisetum 'Fairy Tails', "EVERGREEN FOUNTAIN GRASS" - Water efficient perennial forming handsome clumps of arching, blue-green leaves & upright, long-stemmed, dark wheat-colored flower plumes in summer. [6] (W*F*)

Penstemon centranthifolius, "SCARLET BUGLER" - Calif. native perennial w/waxy, gray-green foliage & tall, long lasting spikes of tubular, scarlet flowers in spring; needs good drainage & little summer water; hummingbird favorite. [15] (H*W*C*F*)

Penstemon clevelandii hybrid, "BEARDTONGUE" - Calif. native derivative perennial w/waxy, gray-green, toothed leaves & 2-ft. spikes of tubular, bright rose pink flowers in spring; needs good drainage & little summer water; hummingbird favorite. [25] (H*W*C*F*)

Penstemon hetero. 'Margarita BOP', "TINTED PENSTEMON" - Nice selection of this Calif. native, spreading perennial w/ narrow, gray-green leaves & spikes of trumpet-shaped, bright blue flowers in late spring/early summer; needs good drainage. [20] (H*W*C*)

Penstemon palmeri, "PALMER'S PENSTEMON" - Calif. native perennial w/ thick, gray-green leaves & tall spikes of fragrant, short-tubular, light pink flowers in spring; needs perfect drainage. [4] (W*C*)

Penstemon parryi, "PARRY'S PENSTEMON" - Pretty Arizona & Mex. native perennial w/waxy, gray-green foliage & tall spikes of rich rose magenta, tubular flowers in spring; needs good drainage; hummingbird favorite. [25] (H*W*F*)

Penstemon 'Pikes Peak Purple', "BORDER PENSTEMON" - Easy, spreading perennial w/ narrow, green leaves & tall spikes of trumpet-shaped, rich violet-purple flowers over long spring/summer season; hummingbird favorite. [32] (H*B*F*)
Penstemon pinifolius 'Compactus', 'PINELEAF PENSTEMON' - Dwarf form of this Southwest native perennial w/bright green, needle-like leaves & many spikes of tubular, scarlet flowers in summer; moderate watering & good drainage; hummingbird favorite. [20] (H*W*F*)

Penstemon superbus, "CORAL PENSTEMON" - Bold Arizona native perennial w/waxy, gray foliage & 3-4 ft. tall spikes of glowing coral red, tubular flowers in spring; needs good drainage; hummingbird favorite. [25] (H*W*F*)

Pentas lanceolata (pink), "PINK STAR CLUSTERS" - Tender, shrubby perennial for protected landscape or patio; long, pointed, leaves & compact, terminal clusters of starry, pink flowers over long summer season; good cut flower & container plant. [5] (B*F*)

Perovskia atriplicifolia 'Longin', "RUSSIAN SAGE" - Many branched perennial w/gray-green, ferny leaves & a cloud of intricate spikes of small, lavender-blue flowers over long summer season; good in arrangements. [4] (B*F*)

Phlomis fruticosa 'Compacta', 'COMPACT JERUSALEM SAGE' - Compact form of this old-time, water efficient perennial -- bold, scented, woolly foliage & shish-kabob clusters of 1-in. yellow flowers over long summer season; cut back lightly after each bloom flush. [20] (W*F*)

Phormium 'Apricot Queen', "NEW ZEALAND FLAX" - Dwarf selection of this popular accent plant; a 3-ft. tall clump of broad, strap-shaped leaves that are light yellow w/green margins & apricot blushed; landscape or container. [7] (W*)

Phormium 'Bronze Baby', "NEW ZEALAND FLAX" - Medium-sized selection of this popular accent plant; a 4-6-ft. tall clump of broad, strap-shaped leaves that are a deep, reddish brown; landscape or container. [15] (W*)

Potentilla glandulosa, "STICKY CINQUEFOIL" - Calif. native perennial to 2 ft. tall in bloom; low rosettes of hairy, divided leaves, reddish stems & branching spikes of small, creamy yellow flowers in spring; flowers last longer in part shade. [15] (C*)

Puya coerulescens var. violacea, "PUYA" - Striking bromeliad from Chile w/rosettes of swordlike, green leaves edged w/gold spines & producing a branching, 4-6 ft., coral red stalk of 2-in., tubular, deep violet flowers in spring/summer. [15] (H*W*)

Ratibida columnifera (mixed), "MEXICAN HAT" - Perennial from the Great Plains forming stiff, upright, many-branched plants w/lobed, rough-hairy leaves & sombrero-shaped, daisy-like flower heads w/a tall central cone & drooping rays in yellow or red. [7] (B*F*)

Reinwardtia indica, "YELLOWFLAX" - Spectacular shrubby perennial w/bright green leaves & 2-4 in. bright yellow, satiny, cup-shaped flowers over long winter season. [35]

Rhodantheum 'Tizi-N-Tichka', "MOROCCAN DAISY" - Mounding perennial spreading to 1+ ft. w/feathery, gray foliage & covered w/2-in., white daisy flowers w/an inner blood red ring around the yellow center, produced in winter; needs good drainage. [32] (B*W*)

Romneya coulteri, "MATILIJA POPPY" - Spectacular, Calif. native to 8 ft. tall w/green leaves & huge, fragrant flowers w/crepe paper-like petals & a ball of golden stamens; good in arrangements; transplant carefully. [60] (W*C*F*F*)

Ruellia brittoniana 'Blanca', "DWARF WHITE RUELLIA" - Ultra-compact variety of this heat-loving perennial w/deep green, narrow leaves forming a tight mound, dotted w/white, trumpet-shaped flowers over long summer season. [16]

Ruellia brittoniana (compact pink), "RUELLIA" - Three-foot, compact variety of this heat-loving perennial w/dark green, narrow leaves & pretty, 1 in., pink trumpet-shaped flowers w/dark pink throats throughout warm weather. [15] (H*)

Russelia equisetiformis (red), "CORAL FOUNTAIN" - Spectacular penstemon relative w/bright green, horsetail-like, arching, stems & tubular, bright red flowers over a long season; hummingbird favorite; good in containers. [13] (H*F*)

Russelia equisetiformis 'Aurea', "CORAL FOUNTAIN" - Rare yellow form of this unusual penstemon relative w/horsetail-like, arching, stems & tubular, soft yellow flowers over a long season; hummingbird favorite; good in containers. [34] (H*F*)

Russelia equisetiformis 'Flamingo Park', "CORAL FOUNTAIN" - Spectacular penstemon relative w/horsetail-like, arching, stems & tubular, coral-red flowers over a long season; hummingbird favorite; good in containers. [25] (H*F*)

Salvia algeriensis, "ALGERIAN SAGE" - From Morocco & Algeria, a perennial in Inland gardens forming a basal rosette of soft-fuzzy, lemon scented foliage & spikes of two-lipped, lavender blue flowers w/darker calyces in spring/early summer. [6]

Salvia confertiflora, "SALVIA" - Tall, shrubby perennial w/dark yellow-green, velvety leaves & slender, foot-long, brick-red, velvety flower spikes dotted w/tiny, orange-red flowers; good cutflower. [6] (H*F*)

Salvia discolor, "ANDEAN SAGE" - Unusual perennial w/sleender, white branches, widely spaced yellow green leaves, velvety white below, & open spikes of small, near black, tubular flowers w/contrasting pale green calyces. [10]

Salvia guaranitica 'Costa Rica', "COSTA RICA SAGE" - Bold, shrubby perennial w/large, deep green, wrinkled leaves & tall spikes of 2-in., deep blue-purple flowers over long season; hummingbird favorite. [24] (H*F*)

Salvia involucrata, "ROSELEAF SAGE" - Tall, shrubby perennial w/velvety leaves & foot-long spikes of rich, rose-pink, tubular flowers & puffy bracts of the same color, produced in late summer/fall; flowers last well in arrangements. [16] (H*F*)

Salvia madrensis 'Red Neck Girl', "RED STEMMED FORSYTHIA SAGE" - Tall, shrubby perennial w/square, reddish stems, bright green, rough textured, heart-shaped leaves & 1-2-ft. long, spikes of 1-in., butter yellow, tubular flowers in fall/winter; good cutflower. [6] (H*F*)

Salvia officinalis 'Berggarten', "CULINARY SAGE" - Handsome selection of culinary sage forming a low carpet of extra broad, gray-green leaves & short spikes of lavender-blue flowers in spring. [6] (W*)

Salvia spathacea, "PITCHER SAGE" - Spreading California native perennial w/bold, deliciously aromatic, textured leaves & shish-kabob spikes of large, tubular, rosy-purple flowers; hummingbird favorite. [9] (H*W*C*)
Schizostylis coccinea (pink), "CRIMSON FLAG" - Evergreen, S. African gladiolus relative growing from a rhizome, w/ upright, sword-shaped leaves & spikes of deep salmon-rose, funnel-shaped flowers in late summer & fall; hummingbird favorite. [14] (H*F*)

Senecio petasitis, "VELVET GROUNDSEL" - Really a giant, dramatic perennial, but use like a large shrub; large, velvety leaves & foot-long masses of scented yellow daisies. [16] (B*F*)

Setcreasea pallida 'Purple Heart', "PURPLE HEART" - Fast-growing, wide spreading, groundcover perennial from Mexico w/ vivid purple, succulent leaves & stems & small, starry, pale purple flowers; good in containers. [20/18]

Sidalcea hickmanii ssp. anomala (pink-lavender), "CUESTA RIDGE CHECKERBLOOM" - Calif. native perennial producing a spreading mound of rounded, lobed, olive green leaves & fuzzy spikes of satiny, light lavender pink, hollyhock-like flowers in spring; butterfly favorite. [20] (C*B*)

Sisyrinchium bellum 'Rocky Point', "BLUE-EYED GRASS" - Dwarf selection of this Calif. native iris relative w/ dainty tufts of grassy foliage & pretty, violet-colored flowers in spring/early summer; can take much or little water. [32] (W*C*)

Sphaeralcea ambigua 'Lois Hamilton', "APRICOT MALLOW" - Drought tolerant, Calif. desert native perennial w/ yellow-green fuzzy leaves & tall spikes of hollyhock-like, orange-red flowers with silky petals over long spring-summer season. [15/10] (H*B+W*C*)

Sporobolus airoides, "ALKALI DROPSEED" - Widely adapted Calif. native grass forming a fountain of narrow, gray-green leaves & finely branching clusters of tiny, pink flower heads rising like mist over the foliage in summer. [25/8] (W*C*)

Sprekelia formosissima, "AZTEC LILY" - Easy & spectacular perennial from a high-necked bulb w/ strap-shaped leaves & 6-in., dark crimson, orchid-like flowers often several times a year; plant w/ bulb neck above soil level. [4] (H*B+W*C*)

Streptocarpus reginae, "BIRD-OF-PARADISE" - Perennial w/ tough, long-stalked blue-green leaves & long-stemmed, bird-like, orange & blue flowers, produced intermittently through year; flowers prized for arrangements. [15] (H*B+W*F*)

Tulbaghia alliacea, "BROWN TULBAGHIA" - Easy perennial forming clumps of grassy foliage & rounded clusters of peculiar, green & orange-brown flowers on tall stems; more curious than pretty. [10] (W*)

Tulbaghia natatalensis, "SWEET WILD GARLIC" - Rare South African perennial forming tight, low clumps of slender, aromatic leaves & long-stemmed clusters of small, pink flowers w/ orange centers - deliciously clove scented. [7] (S*)

Tulbaghia violacea, "SOCIETY GARLIC" - Easy, long-blooming perennial forming clumps of grassy, garlic-scented foliage & rounded clusters of rosy-lavender flowers on tall stems much of year. [4] (W*)

Verbena lilacina 'De La Mina', "CEDROS IS. VERBENA" - Dark-flowered, dwarf form of this water efficient, shrubby perennial w/ lacy, green foliage & head-like clusters of starry, dark lavender-pink, deliciously fragrant flowers much of the year. [35] (B*W*F*S*)

Verbena lilacina 'Paseo Rancho', "CEDROS IS. VERBENA" - Vigorous form of this water efficient, shrubby perennial w/ lacy, green foliage & head-like clusters of starry, light lavender-pink, deliciously fragrant flowers much of the year. [30] (B*W*F*S*)

Vetiveria zizanioides, "VETIVER" - Adaptable clumping grass w/ slender, deep green leaves & tall, plume-like flower spikes in late summer; dried roots are aromatic when moistened & used in screens, fans, etc. [6] (W*F*)

Viola corsica, "CORSICAN VIOLET" - Uncommon violet, a mounding perennial w/ lance-shaped, slightly lobed leaves & small, pansy-like violet-blue flowers w/ deep purple & white markings, produced spring to fall; good drainage. [30]

Watsonia aletroides, "BUGLE LILY" - Cormous, summer dormant, S. African perennial forming, bold, vertical clumps of sword-shaped leaves & tall spikes of coral red, tubular flowers w/ flared tips in winte/spring; hummingbird favorite. [9/8] (H*B*W*F*)

Yucca whipplei, "WHIPPLE'S YUCCA" - Tough & spectacular Calif. native w/ narrow, stiff leaves & dramatic 5-10 ft., Christmas-tree-shaped spike of white waxy flowers; single rosette dies after flowering. [10] (W*C*)

Zephyranthes candida, "WHITE RAIN LILY" - Easy, evergreen perennial from a bulb, w/ shiny deep green, grassy foliage & an abundance of single-stemmed, white, lily-like flowers in late summer/fall. [20] (W*)

Zephyranthes drummondii, "HILL COUNTRY RAIN LILY" - Evergreen perennial from a bulb, w/ narrow leaves & single-stemmed, white, lily-like flowers that are wonderfully fragrant; flowers in late spring & early summer (=Cooperia pendunculata). [12] (W*S*)

Zephyranthes 'Labuffarosa', "PINK RAIN LILY" - Easy perennial from a bulb, w/ deep green, grassy foliage & an abundance of single-stemmed, rose pink, lily-like flowers in late spring/summer; flowers born in successive flushes. [9] (W*)

Zephyranthes 'Prairie Sunset', "PINK RAIN LILY" - Easy perennial from a bulb, w/ deep green, grassy foliage & peachy-pink, single-stemmed, crocus-like flowers in summer; flowers born in successive flushes. [25/7] (W*)

**CACTI & SUCCULENTS**

(DOESN'T INCLUDE SMALLER SIZES)

_Aeonium arboreum_, "SHRUBBY AEONEUM" - Succulent, branching shrub w/thick stems terminated in rosettes of shiny green leaves & conical clusters of fluffy, yellow flowers on 8-in. stalks; good in landscape or container. [14] (W*)

_Aeonium arboreum 'Schwartzkopf', "BLACK ROSE" - Succulent, branching shrub w/ thick stems terminated in rosettes of shiny, nearly black leaves & conical clusters of fluffy, yellow flowers on 8-in. stalks; good in landscape or container. [11] (W*)

_Aeonium canariense_, "CANTAR IS. AEONIUM" - Dense, succulent shrub w/ stout stems terminated in huge rosettes of shiny, pale green leaves & large conical clusters of light yellow flowers in spring; good in landscape or container. [13] (W*)

_Aeonium decorum hybrid_, "GREEN PINWHEEL" - Much-branched, mounding, succulent shrub w/ many 2-in. rosettes of grey green, succulent leaves edged orange-red & clusters of small, pink flowers in spring. [7] (W*)
Aeonium gomerense, "PINWHEEL PLANT" - Much-branched, mounding, succulent shrub w/ many 2-in. rosettes of blue green, succulent leaves tinged red & clusters of small, white to light yellow flowers in spring/summer; tough & long-lived. [9] (W*)

Aeonium 'Zwartkki' (Cattlin Hybrid), "BLACK ROSE" - Clustering, succulent perennial w/ thick stems terminated in large rosettes of shiny green leaves blushed deep maroon & conical clusters of fluffy, yellow flowers on 8-in. stalks; landscape or container. [17] (W*)

Agave americana, "CENTURY PLANT" - Perennial forming 6-ft. tall rosettes of undulating, succulent, gray-green leaves w/ toothed edges & sharp-spined tips; dramatic, 15-40 ft. tall, tree-like spike of yellow-green flowers after several years. [12] (H*W*)

Agave americana 'Mediopicta Alba', "WHITE STRIPED CENTURY PLANT" - Perennial w/handsome, 3-4-ft. tall rosettes of stiff, succulent, blue-green leaves w/toothed edges & sharp-spined tips ea. leaf w/ a broad, cream stripe; tall stalk of yellow-green flowers after several years. [3] (H*W*)

Agave attenuata, "FOXTAIL AGAVE" - Spineless agave forming a 2-3 ft. rosette of large, soft, pale green leaves & a dramatic, arching spike of tubular, yellow-green flowers; plantlets form on maturing flower spike; landscape or container. [12] (W*)

Agave attenuata, "FOXTAIL AGAVE" - Spineless agave forming a 2-3 ft. rosette of large, soft, pale green leaves & a dramatic, arching spike of tubular, yellow-green flowers; plantlets form on maturing flower spike; landscape or container. [8] (W*)

Agave attenuata, "FOXTAIL AGAVE" - Spineless agave forming a 2-3 ft. rosette of large, soft, pale green leaves & a dramatic, arching spike of tubular, yellow-green flowers; plantlets form on maturing flower spike; landscape or container. [7] (W*)

Agave desertii, "DESERT AGAVE" - S. CA desert native forming multiple rosettes of stiff, succulent, grey-green leaves w/toothed edges & sharp-spined tips; dramatic, 6-18 ft. tall, tree-like spike of yellow flowers after several years. [6] (H*W*)

Aloe arborescens, "CANDELABRA ALOE" - Shrub or tree w/ many branches topped by rosettes of thorny, succulent leaves & 3-ft., unbranched spikes of tubular, scarlet flowers in winter; good hedge or barrier plant; hummingbird favorite. [7] (H*W*)

Aloe arborescens, "CANDELABRA ALOE" - Shrub or tree w/ many branches topped by rosettes of thorny, succulent leaves & 3-ft., unbranched spikes of tubular, scarlet flowers in winter; good hedge or barrier plant; hummingbird favorite. [11] (H*W*)

Aloe barbadensis, "ALOE VERA" - Succulent perennial forming many stemless rosettes of upright, fleshy, gray green leaves & 3-5 ft., branching spikes of tubular, yellow flowers; many herbal uses; hummingbird favorite. [6] (H*W*)

Aloe barbadensis, "ALOE VERA" - Succulent perennial forming many stemless rosettes of upright, fleshy, gray green leaves & 3-5 ft., branching spikes of tubular, yellow flowers; many herbal uses; hummingbird favorite. [12] (H*W*)

Aloe barbadensis hybrid, "ALOEVERA HYBRID" - Succulent perennial forming many stemless rosettes of upright, fleshy, light green leaves w/ spots & 3-5 ft., branching spikes of tubular, orange flowers; hummingbird favorite. [10] (H*W*)

Aloe barbadensis hybrid, "ALOEVERA HYBRID" - Succulent perennial forming many stemless rosettes of upright, fleshy, light green leaves w/ spots & 3-5 ft., branching spikes of tubular, orange flowers; hummingbird favorite. [3] (H*W*)

Aloe 'Blue Elf', "BLUE ELF ALOE" - Compact, succulent perennial forming many stemless rosettes of narrow, silvery-blue, toothed leaves & spikes of tubular, coral red flowers in winter & spring; hummingbird favorite. [5] (H*W*)

Aloe brevifolia, "SHORT-LEAVED ALOE" - Succulent perennial forming dense, spreading clumps; stemless rosettes of short, fleshy, gray green, toothed leaves & spikes of tubular, red flowers in late summer; hummingbird favorite. [21] (H*W*)

Aloe bulbillifera, "ALOE" - Succulent perennial forming stemless rosettes of toothed, green, fleshy leaves blushed purple & branching spikes of tubular, red-orange flowers; plantlets born on main flower spikes; hummingbird favorite. [5] (H*W*)

Aloe ciliaris, "CLIMBING ALOE" - Vining, succulent shrub, the slender branches lined w/thin-textured, dark green, finely toothed leaves & short spikes of tubular, red flowers w/ yellow tips; best w/ support; hummingbird favorite. [18] (H*W*)

Aloe 'David Verity', 'DAVID VERITY ALOE" - Succulent shrub w/ many branches topped by rosettes of gray green, fleshy leaves; tubular flowers are red in bud, open to orange & age to yellow. hummingbird favorite; a "must" for aloe lovers. [3] (H*W*)

Aloe 'David Verity', 'DAVID VERITY ALOE' - Succulent shrub w/ many branches topped by rosettes of gray green, fleshy leaves; tubular flowers are red in bud, open to orange & age to yellow. hummingbird favorite; a "must" for aloe lovers. [4] (H*W*)

Aloe dorotheae, "SUNSET ALOE" - Succulent perennial forming stemless rosettes of toothed, yellow green to orange red, fleshy leaves & spikes of tubular, yellow-tipped, orange flowers; hummingbird favorite. [19] (H*W*)

Aloe dorotheae, "SUNSET ALOE" - Succulent perennial forming stemless rosettes of toothed, yellow green to orange red, fleshy leaves & spikes of tubular, yellow-tipped, orange flowers; hummingbird favorite. [8] (H*W*)

Aloe elongica, "ALOE" - Succulent shrub w/ several erect stems bearing rosettes of distinctively toothed, bronze red, fleshy leaves & branching spikes of tubular, orange-red flowers in winter/spring; hummingbird favorite. [4] (H*W*)

Aloe erensii, "ALOE" - Small, succulent perennial forming stemless rosettes of toothed, green, fleshy leaves w/ white spots & branching spikes of tubular, light orange flowers in fall; hummingbird favorite. [13] (H*W*)

Aloe erensii, "ALOE" - Small, succulent perennial forming stemless rosettes of toothed, green, fleshy leaves w/ white spots & branching spikes of tubular, light orange flowers in fall; hummingbird favorite. [7] (H*W*)

Aloe gracilis, "SCRAMBLING ALOE" - Succulent shrub forming stands
of semi-erect stems lined w/narrow, gray-green, small-toothed leaves & 1-ft. spikes of deep red, pendulous flowers in winter; good low hedge; hummingbird favorite. [18] (H*B*W*)

Aloe juvenna, "TIGER TOOTH ALOE" - Succulent, groundcovering perennial forming many upright stems densely clothed in fleshy, bright green, spotted leaves w/ white, marginal teeth; orange red, tubular flowers rarely produced. [10] (W*)

Aloe x principis, "ALOE" - Naturally occurring hybrid, a succulent shrub w/ many stems from the base bearing rosettes of fleshy, elegantly curved leaves & magnificent spikes of red flowers in fall/winter; hummingbird favorite. [10] (H*B*W*)

Aloe x principis, "ALOE" - Naturally occurring hybrid, a succulent shrub w/ many stems from the base bearing rosettes of fleshy, elegantly curved leaves & magnificent spikes of red flowers in fall/winter; hummingbird favorite. [4] (H*B*W*)

Aloe 'Rooikappie', "LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD" - Succulent perennial forming stemless, foot-wide rosettes of toothed, spotted leaves & branching, dome-shaped clusters of tubular, red orange flowers w/ yellow tips much of year; hummingbird favorite. [15] (H*B*W*)

Aloe saponaria, "SOAP ALOE" - Succulent perennial forming many stemless rosettes of fleshy, broadly lance-shaped, spotted leaves & tubular, orange flowers in 3 ft., branching, candelabra-like flower clusters; hummingbird favorite. [29] (H*B*W*)

Aloe tuniiur, "IKHALANA" - Climbing or rambling, succulent shrub, the slender branches lined w/narrow, gray green, toothed leaves & spikes of tubular, pure yellow flowers in spring; best w/support; hummingbird favorite. [20] (H*B*W*)

Aloe 'William Hertrich', "WILLIAM HERTRICH ALOE" - Succulent perennial forming short-stemmed rosettes of elegantly curved, toothed, gray-green, fleshy leaves & branching spikes of tubular, orange-red flowers tipped yellow; hummingbird favorite. [5] (H*B*W*)

Austrocylindropuntia subulata (O.C.), "EVE'S NEEDLE CACTUS" - Much-branched, tree-like cactus to 15 ft. w/ cylindrical branches, 4-in., bright green, persistent, awl-shaped leaves & large, red, many-petaled flowers in spring; 3-in., needle-like spines develop w/age. [11] (W*)

Bulbine 'Tiny Tangerine', "ORANGE BULBINE" - Water-efficient, groundcovering perennial from S. Africa forming a mounded clump of narrow, dark green, succulent leaves & spikes of orange & yellow, starburst flowers over long spring to fall season. [25] (H*B*W*)

Cereus peruvianus 'Monstrous', "MONSTROUS CACTUS" - Much-branched, tree-form cactus to 15 ft. w/ irregularly-ribbed, gray green stems, 8-in., many-petaled, white flowers opening at night in summer & delicious, pale orange fruit w/ white flesh. [8] (W*)

Cereus peruvianus 'Oscar', "PERUVIAN APPLE CACTUS" - Much-branched, tree-form cactus to 15 ft. w/ ribbed, gray green stems, 8-in., many-petaled, white flowers on summer nights & delicious, magenta-red fruit w/ white flesh; selected by Oscar Clarke. [18] (W*)

Crassula falcata, "PROPELLORPLANT" - Succulent shrub to 2 ft. tall w/fleshy, gray green, sickle-shaped leaves arranged in overlapping pairs along the stems & dense, dome-shaped clusters of scarlet flowers in summer. [16] (W*)

Crassulalea, "TAYLOR'S PATCHES" - Spreading, succulent shrub to 2 ft. tall w/fleshy, dark green leaves close-set, criss-crossed along the stems & dense, 4-6-in. clusters of white flowers in, dome-shaped clusters of scarlet flowers in winter. [11] (W*)

Crassula ovata 'Minima', "MINIATURE JADE PLANT" - Compact, succulent shrub w/fleshy, rounded leaves that blush red in cool weather, & rounded clusters of starry, white flowers in winter; landscape, container or bonsai-trained; good for beginners. [12] (W*)

Crassula ovata 'Tricolor', "TRICOLOR JADE" - Versatile, slow growing, succulent shrub w/fleshy, rounded leaves striped green, white & cream, & rounded clusters of pinkish white flowers in fall/winter; landscape or container; good for beginners. [6] (W*)

Crassula platyphylla 'Burgundy', (NO COMMON NAME) - Succulent shrub to 1.5 ft. high w/long, tapered, green leaves, the margins purplish; foliage takes on a burgundy blush in cold weather; tiny, white flowers in spring more interesting than showy. [8] (W*)

Cylindropuntia leptocaulis, "CHRISTMAS CHOLLA" - Shrubby, intricately branched cactus w/slower stems lined w/2-in. spines, greenish yellow flowers followed by showy, olive-sized, red fruits in winter; fruits are edible & attract wildlife. [22] (W*)

Dudleya brittonii, "CHALK LETTUCE" - Baja Calif. native succulent producing striking rosettes of broad, lance-shaped leaves on a short trunk & tall spikes of small, short-tubular, yellow flowers; this is the rarely offered green-leaved form. [30] (H*B*W*)

Dyckia fosteriana 'Bronze', "DYCKIA" - South American pineapple relative forming 3-ft. clumps; tight rosettes of narrow, bronze, sharp-toothed leaves & spikes of deep orange, tubular flowers in summer/fall; hummingbird favorite. [4] (H*B*W*)

Echeveria 'Doris Taylor', "VELVET ROSE" - Stemless succulent perennial forming rosettes of fleshy, dark green, red-tipped leaves covered in soft, white hairs & spikes of orange, tubular flowers that attract hummingbirds. [14] (H*B*W*)

Echinocereus rigidissimus, "PINKCOMB CACTUS" - Usually solitary-stemmed cactus w/thick, 12-23-ribbed, columnar stems lined w/flat, rose-red, spined spine clusters that obscure the stem & 5-in., many-petaled, magenta flowers in spring/summer. [25] (H*B*W*)

Echinopsis huascha, "RED TORCH CACTUS" - Clump-forming, shrubby cactus, branched from the base w/thick, bright green, 14-17-ribbed, columnar stems lined w/long, tan spines & many-petaled, red, bell-shaped flowers in spring/summer. [7] (H*B*W*)

Echinopsis pachanoi, "RED TORCH CACTUS" - Clump-forming, shrubby cactus, branched from the base w/thick, bright green, 14-17-ribbed, columnar stems lined w/long, tan spines & many-petaled, red, bell-shaped flowers in spring/summer. [26] (H*B*W*)

Echinopsis huascha, "YELLOW TORCH CACTUS" - Clump-forming, shrubby cactus, branched from the base w/thick, bright green, 14-17-ribbed, columnar stems lined w/long, tan spines & many-petaled, yellow, bell-shaped flowers in spring/summer. [17] (H*B*W*)

Echinopsis pachanoi, "SAN PEDRO CACTUS" - Shrubby to tree-like cactus w/many erect, 6-8-ribbed, dark green to blue green branches arising mostly from the base, the thick branches lined w/short spines in clusters of 3-7; flowers white & nocturnal. [3] (W*)

Echinopsis pachanoi, "SAN PEDRO CACTUS" - Shrubby to tree-like cactus w/many erect, 6-8-ribbed, dark green to blue green branches arising mostly from the base, the thick branches lined w/short spines in clusters of 3-7; flowers white & nocturnal. [3] (W*)
Gymnocalycium mihanovichii, "PLAID CACTUS" - Globular cactus, the body gray green to reddish & many ribbed, w/ distinctive horizontal ridges between the ribs & the ribs lined w/ short spines in clusters of about 8.; many-petaled, yellow flowers. [22] (W*)

Gymnocalyciumrugosummisii, "CHIN CACTUS" - Flat-globular cactus, the body gray green to olive green, shallowly ribbed w/ distinctive horizontal notches & short spines pressed flat against the body; many-petaled, white flowers w/ reddish centers. [10] (W*)

Myrtillocactus cochal, "CANDELABRA CACTUS" - Short-trunked, much-branched, tree-form cactus to 10 ft. w/ 6-8-ribbed, blue-green stems, the ribs dotted w/ stout thorns; tiny, greenish-white flowers in spring/summer, & dark purple, edible fruits. [3] (W*)

Myrtillocactus geometricus, "WHORTLEBERRY CACTUS" - Candelabra-branched, tree-form cactus to 20 ft. w/ ribbed, blue-green stems, tiny, many-petaled, white flowers followed by small, dark purple, spineless fruits that are very tasty. [23] (W*)

Opuntia basilaris, "BEAVERTAIL CACTUS" - Succulent shrub to 1 ft. tall & 3 ft. w/ nearly spineless, paddle-shaped, jointed branches, these "pads" gray green blushed purple, & spectacular, bowl-shaped, rose purple flowers; good drainage. [5] (H*W*)

Opuntia cochenillifera, "COCHINEAL NOPAL CACTUS" - Tree-form, prickly-pear-type cactus w/ distinct trunk & large, jointed, ascending branches formed of narrow pads; tubular, magenta-purple flowers attract hummingbirds, bees & butterflies. [20] (W*)

Opuntia cochenillifera, "COCHINEAL NOPAL CACTUS" - Tree-form, prickly-pear-type cactus w/ distinct trunk & large, jointed, ascending branches formed of narrow pads; tubular, magenta-purple flowers attract hummingbirds, bees & butterflies. [20] (W*)

Opuntia ficus-indica, "ORGAN CACTUS" - Tree, prickly-pear-type cactus w/ well-developed trunk & jointed branches formed of broad, thornless pads w/ no glochids; yellow to orange flowers followed by large, yellow to red, edible fruits. [7] (H*W*)

Oreocereus hendriksenianus, "OLD-MAN-OF-THE-ANDES" - Shrubby cactus, much-branched from the base w/ 3 ft. thick, ribbed, columnar stems blushed purple, & spectacular, bowl-shaped, rose purple flowers w/ reddish centers. [10] (W*)

Pachycereus marginatus, "OLD MAN CACTUS" - Slow-growing cactus, the the body gray green to reddish & many ribbed, w/ distinctive horizontal ridges between the ribs & the ribs lined w/ short spines in clusters of about 8.; many-petaled, yellow flowers. [22] (W*)

Parodia leninghausii, "GOLDEN BALL CACTUS" - Slow-growing cactus, eventually branched from the base, w/ 3 in. thick, upright, green stems w/ many, narrow ribs covered in soft, yellow spines; yellow, funnel-shaped flowers topped the stems in summer. [18] (W*)

Parodia magnifica, "BALLOON CACTUS" - Slow-growing cactus, eventually branched from the base, w/ 5 in. thick, upright, green stems w/ widely-spaced ribs lined in soft, golden spines; yellow, funnel-shaped flowers topped the stems in summer. [23] (W*)

Parodia warasii, "BALLOON CACTUS" - Slow-growing cactus, the the body gray green to reddish & many ribbed, w/ distinctive horizontal ridges between the ribs & the ribs lined w/ short spines in clusters of about 8.; many-petaled, yellow flowers. [22] (W*)
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unbranched stem to 2 ft. tall & 1 ft. thick, upright, green w/ widely-spaced ribs lined in soft, yellow spines; yellow, funnel-shaped flowers top the stems in summer.  [7] (W*)

Portulacaria afra, "ELEPHANT FOOD" - Versatile, succulent, S. African shrub to 12 ft. w/ thick, reddish stems & small, dark green, rounded leaves; tiny, pink flowers rarely produced; can be used as hedge, screen, container plant or bonsai.  [12] (W*)

Portulacaria afra, "ELEPHANT FOOD" - Versatile, succulent, S. African shrub to 12 ft. w/ thick, reddish stems & small, dark green, rounded leaves; tiny, pink flowers rarely produced; can be used as hedge, screen, container plant or bonsai.  [3] (W*)

Portulacaria afra (large-leaf form), "ELEPHANT FOOD" - Large leaved form of this versatile, S. African shrub to 12 ft. w/ thick, reddish stems & dark green, rounded leaves; tiny, pink flowers rarely produced; can be used as hedge, screen, or container plant.  [11] (W*)

Sedum dendroideum, "BUSH SEDUM" - Succulent, Mexican shrub to 3 ft. high & wide w/ 2-in., bright yellow green leaves & branching clusters of starry, vivid yellow flowers produced above the foliage in winter/spring.  [10] (W*)

Selenicerus grandiflorus, "QUEEN OF THE NIGHT" - Spectacular, climbing cactus, the slender, succulent stems w/ 5-8 ribs & dotted w/ clusters of short thorns; enormous (to 14 in. across), many-petaled, white & yellow flowers in summer; night blooming.  [15] (S*)

Trichocereus bridgesii 'Monstrosa', "PENIS CACTUS" - Slow-growing cactus w/ cylindrical stems branched mostly from the base, these light green, smooth & spineless above, often resembling a human penis, & w/ few, 3-in. spines below; no flowers.  [13] (W*)

SHADE PLANTS

Abutilon 'Nabob', "FLOWERING MAPLE" - Fast-growing, evergreen, spreading shrub w/ maple-like leaves & nodding, deep red, bowl-shaped flowers in spring & summer & often at other times of the year; hummingbird favorite.  [20] (H*)

Adiantum capillus-veneris, "SOUTHERN MAIDENHAIR" - Easiestof maidenhair ferns; jet-black, wiry stems & bright green, fan-shaped leaflets; dainty look belies tough constitution of established plants; spreads by rhizomes.  [23] (C*)

Anemone hybrida 'Pamina', "JAPANESE ANEMONE" - Long-lived, spreading perennial w/ soft, lobed, dark green basal leaves & in fall, tall, graceful stems topped by elegant, semi-double, rose-pink flowers w/ golden yellow centers; partial shade.  [20] (F*)

Anomatheca laxa, "LAEPIROUSIA" - Dainty freesia relative w/ fan-shaped clusters of bright green leaves & one-sided spikes of 1-in., flat-faced, coral red flowers w/ darker markings in spring; can be dry or moist in summer; seeds freely.  [50] (W*)

Aristera ecklonii, "ROYAL BLUE-EYED GRASS" - Evergreen perennial w/ fans of dark green, iris-like leaves & clusters of pretty, 3/4 in., true-blue flowers produced over a long spring/summer season; flowers close in afternoon.  [12]

Arthropodium strictum, "AUST. CHOCOLATE LILY" - Uncommon rhizomatous perennial from Australia w/ grass-like leaves & branching spikes of small, violet-purple, lily-like flowers that are chocolate or vanilla scented; no phosphorus fertilizer.  [30] (S*)

Aspidistra elatior, "CAST-IRON PLANT" - Victorian favorite - tough plant indoors or outdoors, w/ bold, deep green, long-stalked leaves; can take even deep shade & some drought.  [24]

Aspidistra elatior 'Dwarf Milky Way', "CAST-IRON PLANT" - Rare form of this Victorian favorite - tough, slow-growing plant indoors or outdoors, w/ bold, deep green leaves flecked yellow; can take even deep shade (=Ginga Minor).  [9]

Aspidistra elatior 'Milky Way', "CAST-IRON PLANT" - Rare form of this Victorian favorite - tough, slow-growing plant indoors or outdoors, w/ bold, deep green leaves flecked yellow; can take even deep shade (=Ginga Major).  [5]

Aucuba japonica 'Variegata', "GOLD DUST PLANT" - Sturdy shrub for shade densely clothed in shiny, dark green, coarsely toothed leaves that are handsomely spotted glowing yellow; dark maroon flowers inconspicuous.  [18]

Billbergia nutans hybrid(#1), "QUEEN'S TEARS" - Exotic perennial w/ urn-shaped clusters of sea green leaves & pink-bracted, pendulous spikes of blue, green & yellow flowers; containers or landscape.  [30+] (H+F*)

Blechnum appendiculatum, "BLECHNUM FERN" - Handsome, groundcover fern that spreads by stolons w/ long, deeply lobed, bright green fronds that emerge red-tinted; needs ammended, well-drained soil.  [7]

Bletilla striata 'Variegata', "CHINESE GROUND ORCHID" - Easy to grow, true orchid for light shade; forms spreading clumps of pleated leaves w/ a narrow cream edge & tall spikes of pretty, 2-in., rosy purple orchid flowers in spring; winter dormant.  [11]

Carex caryophyllea 'Beatlemania', "SPRING SEDGE" - Fine textured, grass-like perennial forming mop-like clumps of slender, recurved leaves that are variegated green & yellow.  [13] (C*)

Carex morrowii 'Ice Dance', 'VARIEGATED JAPANESESEDGE" - Moisture-loving, grass-like plant forming carpeting mounds of slender, gracefully arching, deep green leaves w/ creamy-white margins.  [23]

Clivia miniata hybrids, "CLIVIA" - Perennial for shade w/ handsome, deep green, broad, strap-shaped leaves & large, long-stalked clusters of glowing orange, funnel-shaped flowers & showy, red berries.  [8] (H+F*)

Clivia miniata hybrids, "CLIVIA" - Perennial for shade w/ handsome, deep green, broad, strap-shaped leaves & large, long-stalked clusters of glowing orange, funnel-shaped flowers & showy, red berries.  [22/14] (H+F*)

Clivia miniata hybrids, "CLIVIA" - Perennial for shade w/ handsome, deep green, broad, strap-shaped leaves & large, long-stalked clusters of glowing orange, funnel-shaped flowers & showy, red berries.  [17/8] (H+F*)

Elettaria cardamomom, "CARDAMOM" - Cardamom of commerce grown here for bold, tropical-looking, deliciously aromatic foliage on cane-like stems; has not flowered or fruited for us.  [10] (F*S*)

Fuchsia (Jack's pink upright), "FUCHSIA" - Inland tested, reliable fuchsia; w/ toothed leaves & abundant, dainty, 2 in., pink bell fkwers produced in summer & fall on an upright plant; hummingbird favorite.  [15] (H*)
**Fuchsia** (Jack's small red & violet cascade), "FUCHSIA" - Inland tested, reliable fuchsia; abundant flowers are dainty, 1 in., red & violet bells, produced in summer/fall; hummingbird favorite. [8] (H*)

**Fuchsia** (Jack's variegated cascade), "FUCHSIA" - Inland tested fuchsia w/ red stems & veins, cream-edged, gray green leaves on pendant branches & flowers that are dainty, 1.5 in., red & violet bells, in summer/fall; hummingbird favorite. [22] (H*)

**Haemanthus albiflos**, "SHAVINGBRUSH FLOWER" - Evergreen, bulbous, perennial w/ broad, flat, tongue-shaped leaves producing a thick stalk topped by a white & gold, "shaving-brush" flower cluster in summer; needs good drainage; good in containers. [11]

**Hedychium coronarium**, "WHITETEETH LILY" - Dramatic perennial w/ bold, tropical-looking foliage on cane-like stems & 6-12-in., cone-like spikes of exotic, glistening/white, deliciously scented flowers in fall. [12] (F*S*)

**Helleborus argutifolius**, "CORSICAN HELLEBORE" - Hard to find, shrub-like, Mediterranean perennial w/handsome, blue-green leaves w/3, sharply toothed divisions & clusters of large, chartreuse flowers that last for months. [25] (F*)

**Hypericum androsaemum**, "SWEET-AMBER, TUTSAN" - Near evergreen, mounding shrub w/ medium green leaves, clusters of 3/4 in., golden yellow flowers in summer & attractive, berry-like fruits that are sold commercially for cutflower arrangements. [13] (F*)

**Justicia australis**, "GOLDEN PLUME" - Spectacular, subtropical shrub for part or light shade; rich green, bold foliage & longlasting, dense, foot-long spikes of bright yellow, tubular flowers in winter. [16] (H*)

**Justicia carnea** (Huntington form), "BRAZILIAN PLUMEFLOWER" - Eye-catching, fast-growing shrub for shade w/ deep green, tapered, quilted leaves & thick plumes of dark-bracted, hot rose pink, tubular flowers in summer. [30/25] (H*)

**Justicia rizzinii** - Eye-catching, fast-growing shrub for shade w/ deep green, tapered, quilted leaves & thick plumes of dark-bracted, hot rose pink, tubular flowers in summer. [25] (H*)

**Rohdea japonica**, "ROHDEA" - Choice, slow-growing perennial for shade forming tufted clusters of dark green, leathery, strap-shaped leaves & tiny, whitish flowers that are inconspicuous. [4]

**Rumohra adiantiformis**, "LEATHER FERN" - True fern w/ thick, creeping rhizome bearing long-stalked, deep green, triangular fronds that are finely divided & leathery in texture; one of the easiest ferns for mild Inland areas; classic florist's fern. [32] (F*)

**Sarcoceca ruscifolia**, "FRAGRANT SARCOCOCCA" - Slow-growing shrub w/ handsome, deep green leaves closely set along the branches & tiny, white,powerfully fragrant flowers in early spring; takes even deep shade. [25] (S*)

**Schefflera arboricola**, "HAWAIIAN ELF SCHEFFLERA" - Shrub for patio except during coldest weather, or houseplant all year; deep green, 6-in. leaves divided like a hand into 3-in. pointed leaflets; excellent container plant; flowers unimportant. [10]

**Sarcoceca ruscifolia**, "FRAGRANT SARCOCOCCA" - Slow-growing shrub w/ handsome, deep green leaves closely set along the branches & tiny, white, powerfully fragrant flowers in early spring; takes even deep shade. [25] (S*)

**Schefflera arboricola**, "HAWAIIAN ELF SCHEFFLERA" - Shrub for patio except during coldest weather, or houseplant all year; deep green, 6-in. leaves divided like a hand into 3-in. pointed leaflets; excellent container plant; flowers unimportant. [10]

**Talbotia (Vellozia) elegans**, "FALSE DRACAENA" - Uncommon, S. African, small-scale groundcover for shade w/ narrow, 6-in-long, pleated leaves, 3-ranked in rosettes & starry, white flowers w/ yellow stamens in spring & summer. [14]

**Thalictrum fendleri var. polycarpum**, "MEADOW RUE" - Calif. native perennial w/ gray green, ferny, columbine-like foliage & tall, candelabra-like sprays of dainty, pendulous, white or purplish flowers in spring. [25]

**Thomasia solanacea** 'Velvet Star', "SOLANUM-LEAVED THOMASIA" - Upright, evergreen, Australian shrub for light or part shade w/ felty, lobed, light green foliage & ribbed buds that open to papery, white pagoda-like, nodding flowers w/ reddish centers; good drainage. [18] (W*C*)

**Veltheimia bracteata**, "VELTHEIMIA" - Choice bulb for light shade w/ handsome, wavy-edged, shiny foliage & long-stemmed, spike-like clusters of tubular, green-tipped pink flowers in late winter/early spring. [16] (H*F*)
Viola odorata 'Queen Charlotte', "SWEET VIOLET" - Tough, old-fashioned, low-growing perennial, w/ bright green, heart-shaped leaves & sweetly fragrant, edible, blue-purple flowers over long spring to summer season. [4] (F*S*)

HOUSEx & PATIO PLANTS

Acalyptris hexipida, "CHENILLE PLANT" - Fast-growing, easy shrub for summer patio or houseplant; large, heart-shaped leaves & drooping, 5-in., crimson, chenille-like flower spikes w/ warm weather; pinch to promote bushiness. [17]

Alocasia 'Silver Bambino', "AFRICAN MASKPLANT" - New, dwarf form of this handsome tropical w/ narrow, arrow-shaped leaves that are silver frosted above & deep purple beneath; needs warmth & high humidity. [8]

Anthurium hybrids (assorted), "ANTHURIUM" - Handsome houseplant w/heart-shaped, shiny, dark green leaves & exotic, long-lasting "flower" consisting of a heart-shaped, waxy spathe & protruding spadix, in assorted colors.. [10] (F*)

Aphelandra squarrosa, "ZEBRA PLANT" - Tender, tropical shrub w/ shiny, dark green leaves, the new ones zebra-stripped, older ones nearly all glistening white; yellow-bracted, tubular, yellow flowers; likes extra humidity. [16]

Aporocactus flagelliformis, "PAT-TAIL CACTUS" - Tropical jungle cactus w/ slender, pendant stems covered in soft spines can hang to 6 ft. & bear showy, three-inch, red-purple flowers in late spring; water moderately, keep drier in winter. [11] (H*)

Ardisia crenata 'Variegata', "VARIEGATED MARLBERRY" - Choice, tender shrub for patio or houseplant; handsome, shiny green, quilted leaves edged creamy white, tiny pinkish, summer flowers & bright red, bead-like berries in fall/winter. [7]

Asplenium nidus, "BIRD'S NEST FERN" - Distinctive true fern w/ vase-shaped rosette of broad, strap-shaped, apple-green fronds; indoors over winter, shady patio in summer; provide extra humidity but don't overwater. [8]

Begonia 'Burle Marx', "BEGONIA" - Striking summer patio/houseplant w/ kidney-shaped, textured leaves w/ elaborate silvery green & near black pattern & long-stemmed clusters of tiny white flowers; keep warm & humid. [10]

Begonia 'Prussen', "BEGONIA" - Shrubby begonia w/succulent stems, small, wing-shaped, bronzy leaves & clusters of pink-blushed, white flowers w/ yellow centers in summer. [6] (H*)

Begonia rex 'Atlanta Jazz', "REX BEGONIA" - Striking summer patio/houseplant w/ wing-shaped, somewhat succulent leaves strikingly marked in silver, olive green, rose red & purple & clusters of small, rosy pink flowers; keep warm & humid. [12]

Begonia 'Rheine', "BEGONIA" - Shrubby begonia w/ succulent stems, handsome, wing-shaped leaves that are silver w/olive green veins above & red below, & clusters of pink-blushed, white flowers w/yellow centers in summer. [6] (H*)

Bromeliad - Aechmea recurvata, "LIVING VASE" - For patio in all but coldest weather; vase-like rosette of sharp-toothed, pointed, yellow-green leaves that turn red when the plant is in bloom & dense, red-bracted, pineapple-like spike of violet flowers. [4] (H*)

Bromeliad - Neoregelia marmorata x spectabilis, "LIVING VASE" - Easy plant for patio in all but coldest weather; vase-like rosette of stiff leaves mottled/spotted maroon-red & olive green; violet flowers born partly submerged in "vase" in center of plant. [11]

Bromeliad - Neoregelia 'Rio Red', "LIVING VASE" - Easy plant for patio in all but coldest weather; vase-like rosette of stiff leaves mottled bright red & green; violet flowers born partly submerged in "vase" in center of plant. [6]

Bromeliad - Tillandsia lindenii, "LIVING VASE" - Different from other Tillandsia sp. in being green and having leaves forming a water-holding vase; spectacular hot pink, paddle-shaped flower spike w/ violet flowers; good indoors. [12] (H*)

Bromeliad - Vriesea (Rowland 0111), "LIVING VASE" - Easy plant for patio in all but coldest weather; vase-like rosette of stiff, light green, tapered leaves; tubular yellow flowers born in flattened, long-lasting, orange & yellow bracted spikes. [8]

Buddleia indica, "INDOOR OAK" - Handsome shrubby houseplant or summer patio plant w/ glossy, deep green leaves w/wavy margins; prune or pinch to maintain bushiness (= Niconia diversifolia). [3]

Chamaeorealealgans, "NEANTHEBELLA PALM" - Graceful, bamboo-like palm, too tender to plant out in most gardens but a fine container plant for patio or bright-light site in the house; one of the finest long-term houseplants. [16]

Coffea arabica, "COFFEE" - Handsome shrub w/layered branches of deep green, lustrous leaves, clusters of small, fragrant, white flowers followed by deep red, coffee berries. [16] (S*)

Crossandra 'Florida', "FIRECRACKER FLOWER" - Choice but difficult tropical shrub w/shiny, rich green leaves & gorgeous, four-sided clusters of brilliant orange, one-sided flowers in summer; needs warmth & humidity. [4]

Crossandra 'Sunshine', "FIRECRACKER FLOWER" - Choice but difficult tropical shrub w/shiny, rich green leaves & gorgeous, four-sided clusters of brilliant orange, one-sided flowers in summer; needs warmth & humidity. [7]

Dionaea muscipula, "VENUS FLYTRAP" - Most unusual of all plants; rosetting of leaves tipped w/jaw-like lobes which shap shut to trap insects; long stalked clusters of white flowers in summer; best in terrarium w/distilled water, outdoors in winter. [24]

Dracaena dr. 'Janet Craig Compacta', "DRACAENA" - Easy houseplant w/cane-like branches topped by tight, handsome rosettes of tapered, strap-shaped, deep green, shiny leaves. [16]

Dracaena der. 'Lemon & Lime', "LEMON-LIME DRACAENA" - Striking Dracaena w/ rosettes of tapered, strap-shaped, deep green leaves w/ thin white & creamy green stripes in the center & broad, chartreuse-green bands along the edges. [16]

Dracaena 'Ricki', "RICKI DRACAENA" - Striking Dracaena w/cane-like stems topped w/ rosettes of tapered, strap-shaped, leathery leaves, these deep green w/a broad, central chartreuse band in the center. [6]

Ecbolium viride, "ECBOLIUM" - Rare, tender perennial w/ long, pointed, dark green leaves & bracted spikes of spurred, orchid-like flowers in an unlikely shade of teal; unusual! [8]
Epiphyllum (Sussman, Mexico), "ORCHID CACTUS" - Succulent perennial climbing to 8+ ft. w/ support; long flattened, scallop-edged stems & 3-in.-long, many petaled, trumpet-shaped flowers in summer; flowers remain open during the day. [8]

Euphorbia geroldii, "THORNLESS CROWN OF THORNS" - Rare Madagascar native, a thornless, much branched shrub w/ dark green, shiny, succulent leaves & tiny yellow flowers that are surrounded by showy, paired, red bracts; blooms nearly all year. [23]

Euphorbia millii (miniature), "CROWN OF THORNS" - Miniature form of this shrubby poinsettia relative w/ thick, spiny stems & small, round-tipped leaves; tiny flowers surrounded by showy coral red bracts. [8]

Ficus deltoidea, "MISTLETOE FIG" - Tropical shrub, grown as houseplant w/ distinctive, broadly spoon-shaped, bright green leaves & showy, pea-sized figs changing from yellow to orange to red. *LAST MINUTE ADDITION [9]

Hedera "Pink & Very Curly", "PINK & VERY CURLY IVY" - Popular & easy, woody vine, this cultivar w/ deep green, incredibly curly, almost parsley-like leaves that are pinkish when young; good in landscape or container. [9]

Heliotropium arborescens 'Alba', "WHITE HELIOTROPE" - White-flowered form of this old fashioned favorite; heavily textured leaves & generous clusters of tiny, sweetly scented flowers over long summer season; a little too tender for outdoors in most inland areas. [12] (B*S*)

Hoya carnosa, "WAXFLOWER" - Tender, twining vine w/ dark green, succulent leaves & clusters of unusual, waxy, 5-pointed flowers in creamy white w/ a central pink star; allow to dry slightly between waterings. [7]

Hoya carnosa 'Crimson Princess', "CRIMSON PRINCESS WAXFLOWER" - Tender, twining vine w/ dark green, succulent leaves handsomely marbled w/ cream & pink & clusters of unusual, waxy, 5-pointed flowers in creamy white w/ a central pink star; dry between waterings. [11]

Hoya carnosa 'Krinkle 8', "WAXFLOWER" - Tender, twining vine w/ dark green, succulent, irregularly quilted leaves & clusters of unusual, waxy, 5-pointed flowers in creamy white w/ a central pink star. [10]

Hoya carnosa 'Krinkle Kurl', "HINDU ROPE PLANT" - Tender, twining vine w/ dark green, succulent, irregularly puckered & curled leaves close set on the stems & clusters of unusual, waxy, 5-pointed flowers in creamy white w/ a central pink star. [16]

Hoya carnosa 'Pink Princess', "PINK PRINCESS WAXFLOWER" - Tender, twining vine w/ dark green, succulent leaves handsomely marbled w/ cream & pink & clusters of unusual, waxy, 5-pointed flowers in creamy white w/ a central pink star; dry between waterings. [10]

Hoya coronaria, "WAX FLOWER" - Tender, twining vine w/ dark green, slightly hairy leaves & clusters of unusual, waxy, 5-pointed flowers colored white, blushed green & deliciously fragrant. [10] (S*)

Hoya kaysii, "WAX FLOWER" - Tender, twining vine w/ dark green, succulent leaves & clusters of unusual, waxy, 5-pointed flowers colored white, blushed pink. [10]

Hoya macrophylla, "LARGE-LEAF WAXFLOWER" - Tender, twining vine w/ large (to 8 in.), green, succulent leaves w/ handsome, yellow green veination & clusters of unusual, waxy, 5-pointed chartreuse flowers w/ dark maroon centers. [10] (W*)

Hoya obovatum, "WAXFLOWER" - Tender, twining vine w/ dark green, succulent leaves & clusters of unusual, waxy, 5-pointed flowers in creamy white & a central rose-purple star; allow to dry slightly between waterings. [10] (W*)

Hypoestesphylostachya 'Splash Rose', "PINKPOLKA-DOTPLANT" - Especially showy selection of this striking & easy patio, house or summer shade plant; oval leaves irregularly spotted & blotched bright rose pink; lilac flowers inconspicuous. [16]

Hypoestes phylostachya 'Splash White', "PINK POLKA -DOT PLANT" - Especially showy selection of this striking & easy patio, house or summer shade plant; oval leaves irregularly spotted & blotched white; lilac flowers inconspicuous. [13]

Ledebouria socialis, "SQUILL" - Pretty lily relative w/ clustered, purple, above-ground bulbs & handsome rosettes of succulent leaves, silvery green w/dark green spots above, purple below, & spikes of small, light purple flowers. [38] (W*)

Nematanthus gregarius, "GOLDFISH PLANT" - Easy-to-grow house or summer patio plant w/ trailing stems lined w/glossy, pointed dark green leaves & curious, chubby, goldfish-like flowers, in bright yellow orange, throughout warm weather. [16] (H*)

Nepenthes alata, "WINGED PITCHER PLANT" - Among most unusual plants, a viny, tropical perennial w/bright green, tongue-shaped leaves, the leaf tips elongated to bear pale green & red, pitcher-like insect traps; not for beginners; distilled water. [15/3]

Oxalis triangularis ssp. papilionacea, "PURPLE SHAMROCK" - Handsome perennial from a bulb w/ long-stemmed, deep violet-purple, shamrock-shaped leaves each leaflet w/a fighter purple sploch; small, pale purple, funnel-shaped flowers in summer; inside or out. [12]

Pachira aquatica (braided), "GIANACHESTNUT" - Tropical tree for patio in summer, houseplant during cold weather; grown "bonsai" style for its bottle-shaped trunk & elegant, hand-shaped leaves, these w/ several trunks braided together; flowers rare. [8]

Peperomia obtusifolia 'Ginny', "PEPEROMIA" - Easy houseplant w/ thick red stems & succulent, oval leaves variously marked green, cream & red; slender spikes of tiny white flowers in late summer; dry between waterings. [16]

Peperomia obtusifolia 'Variegata', "PEPEROMIA" - Easy houseplant w/thick stems & succulent, oval, gray green leaves irregularly edged cream; slender spikes of tiny white flowers in late summer; dry between waterings. [16]

Platycerium bifurcatum, "STAGHORN FERN" - Unusual, easy to grow true fern w/ spongy shield fronds attach to the media, fertile fronds protruding like antlers; best mounted on board or in basket on patio. [19]

Plectranthus 'Mona Lavender', "AUTUMN-LILAC" - Spectacular, shrubby perennial w/ broad, purplish, toothed leaves & branching spikes of small, orchidlike flowers, lavender w/ dark purple spots, in fall. [3] (B*)

Plectranthus verticillatus, "CREEPING CHARLIE" - Easiest of house/patio plants w/ trailing stems bearing dark green, rounded, scallop-edged leaves & spikes of tiny, pale purple flowers produced intermittently throughout the year. [16]

Pleuropetalum darwini, "PLEUROPETALUM" - Rare, compact, evergreen shrub from the Galapagos Is., w/ 6 in., glossy green, tapered
leaves & terminal clusters of small, yellow-orange flowers that are more interesting than beautiful. [6]

*Plumeria* (Blue Ribbon) 'Angus Gold', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - "Blue Ribbon" variety of this heat-loving, thick-branched shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of fragrant, rose red & white flowers blushed yellow in the centers. [5] (B*S*)

*Plumeria* (Blue Ribbon) 'Cerise', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - "Blue Ribbon" variety of this heat-loving, thick-branched shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of fragrant, glowing cerise-colored flowers w/ orange centers. [5] (B*S*)

*Plumeria* (Blue Ribbon) 'Kauka Wilder', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - "Blue Ribbon" variety of this heat-loving, thick-branched shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of fragrant, extra large, deep rose pink flowers blushed yellow in the centers. [5] (B*S*)

*Plumeria* (Blue Ribbon) 'LightPink', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - "Blue Ribbon" variety of this heat-loving, thick-branched shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of fragrant, powder-puff pink flowers w/ orange centers. [5] (B*S*)

*Plumeria* (Blue Ribbon) 'Sally Moragne', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - "Blue Ribbon" variety of this heat-loving, thick-branched shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of fragrant, 4-5-in., red & white flowers blushed yellow in the centers. [5] (B*S*)

*Plumeria* (Blue Ribbon) 'Sundance', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - "Blue Ribbon" variety of this heat-loving, thick-branched shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of fragrant, rich coral-colored flowers over a long summer season. [5] (B*S*)

*Plumeria* 'Guillot's Sunset', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - Heat-loving, thick-branched, deciduous shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of 3.5-in., funnel-shaped, yellow & red flowers over long summer season; especially spicy fragrance. [10] (B*S*)

*Plumeria* 'Hausten White', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - Heat-loving, thick-branched, deciduous shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of fragrant, funnel-shaped, white flowers in summer; sweetly fragrant. [10] (B*S*)

*Plumeria* 'Hawaiian Yellow', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - Heat-loving, thick-branched, deciduous shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of fragrant, funnel-shaped, yellow flowers over long summer season. [10] (B*S*)

*Plumeria* 'Makaha Rainbow', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - Heat-loving, thick-branched, deciduous shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of 3.5-in., funnel-shaped flowers, a blend of red, yellow & white, produced over a long summer season. [10] (B*S*)

*Plumeria* 'Paleface Pink', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - Named varieties of this heat-loving, thick-branched, deciduous shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of fragrant, funnel-shaped, pink flowers over long summer season. [10] (B*S*)

*Plumeria* (white with red), "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - Heat-loving, thick-branched, deciduous shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of 3.5-in., funnel-shaped, white & red, candystripe flowers over long summer season. [10] (B*S*)

*Polyscias scutellaria* 'Fabian', "DINNER-PLATE ARALIA" - Choice, slow-growing shrub for patio during warm weather or as houseplant; spotted, cane-like stems bear near round, dark green, leathery leaves w/ purplish undersides; water carefully. [16]

*Polyscias* 'Victoriae', "VARIEGATED MING ARALIA" - Choice, slow-growing shrub for patio in all but coldest weather or as houseplant; spotted, cane-like stems bear dark green, leathery, parsley-like leaves, handsomely edged cream; water carefully. [3]

*Pseudanthemum* .tricolor", "MARBLE PLANT" - Tender shrub for patio in summer or houseplant during cold weather; long, shiny leaves handsomely marbled in purple, green & white; flowers inconspicuous. [20]

*Rhipsalis cruciforme*, "RHPILSALIS" - Unusual orchid cactus relative forming a much branched, leafless plant w/ angled, red-tinted stems & satin-petaled, starry, pink flowers; good hanging pot or basket plant. [11]

*Saintpaulia ionantha* (assorted), "AFRICAN VIOLET" - Most popular flowering houseplant forming dense rosettes of velvety, succulent, rounded leaves & clusters of flowers produced nearly year around - assorted colors in double & single petaled forms. [18]

*Schaueria flavicoma*, "S CHAUERIA" - Choice jacobinia relative w/ bright green, tapered leaves & dense, brush-like, spikes of tubular, yellow flowers w/ long-bristled calyces in summer. [3] (H*)

*Schefflera elegansissima* 'Castor', "FALSE ARALIA" - Handsome form of this distinctive shrub w/ deep green, hand-shaped leaves w/ toothed leaflets on black & cream marbled stalks; young stems shiny black; water cautiously. [9]

*Sclumbergera* 'Exotic Dancer', "HOLIDAY CACTUS" - Old-fashioned favorite; flattened, succulent, jointed stems w/ soft-toothed edges & an abundance of fuchsia-red, trumpet-shaped, white-throated flowers w/ many satiny petals in spring & fall. [15]

*Scindapsus aureus* 'Pothos N' Joy', "POTHOS" - Easiest of houseplants w/heart-shaped, rubbery, rich green leaves irregularly marbled white; trailing stems can be trained to climb or allowed to hang. [8]

*Senecio macroglossus* 'Variegatus', "VARIEGATED WAX VINE" - Unusual house or patio vine w/ slender stems, waxy, ivory-colored, marbled leaves & small, yellow daisy flowers in warm weather; dry between waterings. [4]

*Spathiphyllum 'Domino', "PEACE PLANT" - Easy houseplant w/ dependable bloom; deep green pointed leaves, handsomely marbled white & elegant, long-stalked flowers composed of a pure white, flag-like spathe & central white spadix. [10] (F*)

*Streptocarpella* 'Concord Blue', "STREPTOCARPELLA" - Pretty African violet relative excellent for hanging containers; small, fuzzy, succulent leaves & funnel-shaped, lavender-blue flowers over long season. Sunset zones 19-24. [12] (H*)

*Tillandsia aeranthos*, "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; slender, arched, gray-green leaves eventually forming a ball & spikes of tubular, indigo flowers from rose red bracts in fall/winter; best outdoors (mounted). [15] (H*)

*Tillandsia albida*, "AIR PLANT" - Among most unusual of plants forming handsome, 5-in. rosettes of stiff, silvery white, fuzzy leaves & red-bracted spikes of tubular, pale green flowers; water moderately. [12] (H*)

*Tillandsia atroviridipetalata (small form), "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; miniature cluster of slender, gray fuzzy leaves
& squat, red-bracted spikes of tubular, bright green flowers in fall/winter; best outdoors; hummingbird favorite. [10] (H*)

*Tillandsia* atrorubidipetala (large form), "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; soft cluster of many slender, gray, fuzzy leaves & squat, red-bracted spikes of tubular, bright green flowers in fall/winter; best outdoors; hummingbird favorite. [10] (H*)

*Tillandsia butzii," AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; olive green, tentacle-like leaves from a bulbous base & tubular violet flowers in bright red bracts in fall/winter; best outdoors in protected spot. [20] (H*)

*Tillandsia caput-medusae," MEDUSA'S HEAD" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; tentacle-like leaves from a bulbous base, dark gray-fuzzy & tinged purple throughout, & tubular violet flowers in bright red bracts in fall/winter; best outdoors. [20] (H*)

*Tillandsia ionantha," AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; tiny plant w/ pointed, silvery leaves arranged in a tight rosette that turns crimson in bloom; tubular, violet flowers in fall/winter; best outdoors. [25] (H*)

*Tillandsia ionantha x brachycaulos," AIR PLANT" - Unusual hybrid "air plant" grows without soil; tall, narrowed clump of tapered, arched, gray green leaves that blush crimson in bloom; tubular, violet flowers in fall/winter; best outdoors. [20] (H*)

*Tillandsia ixioides," AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; rosettes of arched, stiff, gray-green leaves & reddish-bracted spikes of fragrant, funnel-shaped, yellow flowers in fall/winter; best outdoors. [20] (H*)

*Tillandsia juncea," AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; spiky, upright clumps of slender, grass-like, gray green leaves blushed purple & red-bracted spikes of tubular, violet flowers in fall/winter; best outdoors. [20] (H*)

*Tillandsia stricta," AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; rosettes of slender, arched, gray-green leaves eventually forming a ball & spikes of tubular, violet flowers w/ showy, rich pink bracts in fall/winter; best outdoors. [20] (H*)

*Tillandsia usneoides," SPANISH MOSS" - Among most unusual of plants; true "air plant" for protected patio location; best hanging among other plants where humidity is highest; water daily in hottest weather, less in winter; tiny flowers in summer. [20]

*Tillandsia velutina," AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; rosette of tapered, gray green, fuzzy leaves that blush red in bloom; violet blue, tubular flowers in fall/winter; best outdoors; hummingbird favorite. [20] (H*)

*Tillandsia x Victoria," AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; small plant w/ pointed, silvery green, tapered leaves arranged in a loose rosette that turns crimson in bloom; tubular, violet flowers in fall/winter; best outdoors. [20] (H*)

*Zamioculcas zamiifolia," ZZ PLANT" - Unusual calla lily relative w/ thick stemmed, cycad-like leaves & succulent, oval leaflets w/ an almost mirror-like shine; flowers not showy; keep on the dry side. [10]

**WATER & WATERSIDE PLANTS**

*Acorus gramineus* 'Licorice', 'LICORICE SWEET FLAG' - Handsome grasslike plant forming tight clumps of slender, dark green leaves; crushed leaves are licorice-scented & are used in Thai cooking & teas; useful for water feature margins & containers. [35]

*Acorus gramineus* 'Masamune', 'VARIEGATED SWEET FLAG' - Handsome grasslike plant forming tight clumps of slender, cream-margined leaves; especially useful for water feature margins & containers. [20]

*Acorus gramineus* 'Pusillus', 'DWARF SWEET FLAG' - Handsome grasslike plant forming dwarf, tufted clumps of slender, dark green foliage; especially useful for water feature margins & containers. [20]

*Anemopsis californica*, "YERBA MANSA" - Unusual Calif. native perennial for wet places, rapidly spreading by runners; bold, aromatic leaves & long stemmed, cone-like flower head w/ glistening white bracts. [10] (C*)

*Colocasia esculenta* 'Fontanesii', "VIOLET STEMMED TARO" - Elegant, tropical perennial w/ large, arrow-shaped sea-green leaves w/ purple edges born on waxy, deep purple stalks; can be grown in water. [4]

*Colocasia esculenta* 'Fontanesii', "VIOLET STEMMED TARO" - Elegant, tropical perennial w/ large, arrow-shaped sea-green leaves w/ purple edges born on waxy, deep purple stalks; can be grown in water. [4]

*Crinum americanum*, "SOUTHERN SWAMP LILY" - Perennial from a bulb, w/ handsome, deep green, strap-shaped leaves & elegant, long-stalked clusters of lily-like, white flowers w/ conspicuous, reddish stamens; will grow standing in water. [15]

*Cyperus alternifolius* 'Gracilis', "DWARF UMBRELLA PLANT" - Small form of this easy & unusual perennial; clumps of green, three-sided, slender stalks topped by umbrella-like cluster of narrow, green bracts; good near water features or containers. [5] (F*)

*Cyperus papyrus*, "PAPYRUS" - Most unusual, graceful perennial w/ 6-10 ft., green, three-sided stalks topped by mop-like head of thread-like parts; good near water features or in other moist soil; known for use in Egyptian paper-making. [13+5] (F*)

*Iris pseudacorus*, "YELLOW FLAG" - Vigorous, rhizomatous perennial w/ sword-shaped foliage to 5 ft. topped w/ showy, yellow flowers in spring; good vertical accent near water feature. [28] (H*)

*Pontederia cordata*, "PICKEREL WEED" - Aquatic plant w/ long-stalked, heart-shaped leaves held well above the water & long stems topped w/ a compact spike of bright blue flowers. [4] (H*C*)

*Rorippa nasturtium-aquaticum*, "WATERCRESS" - Aquatic perennial, one of oldest known leaf vegetables eaten by humans; hollow stems bear divided leaves & clusters of tiny, white flowers; peppery leaves eaten fresh or cooked; native to Calif. & beyond. [10] (C*)

**SEE YOU AT THE SALE!**